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SECTION I
DEVELOPMENT OF THE RADIO INDUSTRY
The progress in all fields of man's endeavor has been
so rapid that the public considers it a matter of course* Nev
inventions and discoveries in the various fields of science are
becoming everyday occurances and the application of them brings
comfort and benefit to all classes of our civilization* Since the
beginning of the century, the development of the art of radio has
been so rapid and successful that it seems reasonable to assume
that in the very near future television will be available in most
of our radio sets, that each individual will have his personal radio
telephone, atnd that electrical power or energy will be transmitted
by radio* The progress in the field of radio is not due to the
mind of one man, but to the combined research, ingenuity, and
knowledge of many scientists and experimenters* Basic principles
had to be formulated before the actual transmission of sound could
be accomplished* Related inventions such as the telephone and
telegraph and the knowledge of the action of electricity formed
a broad basis on which to develop radio communication*
The first form of radio adapted for communication was
the telegraph systam* The name of Guglielmo Marconi is known
throughout the world for his contribution to what he called
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"wireless telegraphy". In 1896 Marconi filed application for
the first British patent on ^reless telegraphy. He sent signals
across the Salisbui^r Plain, England, a distance of two miles. In
December 1901, Marconi proved the feasibility of wireless commun-
ication over great distances when the famous Morse telegraphic
letter "S" was transmitted from Poldhu, Eng?,and to St, John's,
Newfoundland,
During the next ten years, marine communication obtained
almost exclusive attention from inventors and from the governments.
The value of communication from ship to ship, or from shore to
ship was immediately recognized. The DeForest Wireless Telegraph
Company established the first ship-to-shore communication.
The collision of the steamship Republic with the
S, S. Florida on January 23, 1909, and the flashing of CQD, which
was the distress signal at that time, resulted in the arrival
within five minutes of five steamships which had turned from their
courses to render aid. This tragedy impressed on the world the
value and usefulness of marine radio communication.
The greatest handicap of radio up to this time was the
inability of covering great distances with certainty, Dr, Ernest
F. W, Alexanderson solved this problem in developing the high-
frequency alternator. In 1917 the first 50-kilowatt 50,000-cycle
alternator v;as built at New Brunswick, New Jersey, This was
replaced a year later by a 200-kilowatt alternator. With these
facilities President Wilson carried on peace negotions with Germany,
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The early development and perfection of radio was in
the telegraphic field. Various codes were used in the transmission
of messages, the principal one beinp- tho Morse code. This method
limited radio communication to those who could understand the
coded messages. With the development of telephonic communication
people no longer had to understand codes to be able to listen to
the radio. The human voice could be transmitted through a micro-
phone and be broadcast on the air to be heard by all who were
tuned in on that frequency. Music and sounds could be broadcast
and a receiving set would pick them up and faithfully reproduce
them.
In the field of commercial radio broadcasting any
individual of college age can remember the time when the whole
neighborhood would assemble around a crystal set and take turns
listening to the programs that could be heard so faintly. Twnnty
years ago radio-telephonic communication was not new, but it v/as
primarily a research problem and a plaything for the radio amateur.
At that time the scientists and experimenters speculated
on the ultimate use of this new marvel. The range seemed to be
definitely limited said, in that stage of development, v;as unsuited
for long distance. Seeing that everyone who had a set could tune
in and listen to what was going on, the radio v;as definitely
unsatisfactory for telephonic service. This means, then, of mass
communication was of apparently little or no commercial value or
use.
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Before the World Y/ar many experiments uere being
attempted by scientists and amateurs alike in adapting telephonic
principles to radio communication* Reginald Fessenden, one of the
first to broadcast a program, attempted this on Christmas Eve of
1906, Dr, Lee DeForest, in the development of his inventions
undertook to carry out similar experiments as those of Reginald
Fessenden in broadcasting programs.
The World's War brought an end to experimenting in
Europe, except to the extent that radio was used as a military
aid. In our own country government restrictions were placed on
radio as a precautionary measure during the war. Attention waa
concentrated by the various nations engaged in the war on the
military value of this ne'^/ invention. The governments gave this
problem to the large electrical companies which had adequate
research facilities available. The United States early realized
the importance of radio and a special license was issued to the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company to build and
operate the necessary equipment for experimental purposes.
After the war the infant industry faced many difficulties
because of patent restrictions. Because of this the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company found it advisable to purchase
a controlling interest in the International Radio Telegraph Company
which owned many of the basic radio patents. With this barrier
removed Dr, Conrad, a research engineer of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company, soon began to broadcast regular programs
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over the amateur station located at his hone with the call
letters of 8-ICX, This amateur station became one of the best
known in the country broadcasting mainly phonograph records,
some talks, and baseball and football scores.
Another factor which greatly aided and materially
advanced the development of telephonic radio was the organiza-
tion of the Radio Corporation of America, more readily recog-
nized under the name RCA. This corporation acquired the
interests of the Marconi Company and also of the General Elec-
tric Company. This led to the pooling of patents and rights
owned and controlled by the Western Electric Company, the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, the United Fruit
Company and eventually those of the Westinghouse Electric and
ItlELnufacturing Company.
On Noveoiber 2, 1920 the first perraenent radio broad-
casting station in the world was put into operation vdth the
call letters K D K A. The first program was the election
returns of Warren G. Harding's victory in the 1920 election.
The election-night broadcast was the beginning of
a regular schedule of operation for this station. The one
major handicap of the tine vras that there v/ere very fev; re-
ceiving sets to tune in to broadcast station K D K A, To
create an interest for radio the Westinghouse Electric
Company distributed a nunber of receiving sets among the
officers and the friends of the coEipany. The demand for new

equipment proved to be so great that the Radio Station W B Z
at Springfield, Massachusetts v;as constructed and on the air
by September, 1921, One month later V7 J Z at Newark, New Jersey-
was put into operation and one month later K Y W was installed
in Chicago.
The purpose for the construction of stations when
there seemed to be no direct financial return is rather inter-
csting# Why were large suns invested in the construction of
broadcasting stations? The primary reason was for the sale
of ra.dio receiving sets. A market was created for receiving
sets by broadcasting programs people would listen to» Of course,
programs were arranged that v/ould prove the most appealing, such
as: the Dempsey-Carperrter fight during July, in 1921; President
Harding's address at the tomb of the unknown soldier; and the
broadcast of the VTorld Series by W J Z in New York, October 1,
1921, Other industries seeing the success achieved by the
manufacturers of receiving sets decided that it was a good way
to create good will and constructed broadcast stations of their
own. However, the first commercially sponsored program on
record was broadcast by the Queensborough Corporation, a Nev/ York
Real Estate Concern, over Radio Station W E A F September 7, 1922.
This idea of using telephonic radio as an advertising
medium v/as to prove the foundation on which an industry amounting
to $114,000,000 would be built. From 1922 to 1936, a period of
fourteen years, the commercial radio broadcasting industry has
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taken tremendous strides to make possible this large volume
of business. The radio presented to the advertiser a medium
by which he could call attention to his product or service
in the homes of the listeners. It is the only medium that
enters through a closed door and the locked window to deliver
the message of the advertiser. During the first few years of
advertising over the air, the fascination that the radio had
for all listeners was sufficient to coutiterS.ct any unfavorable
comment that might have been made about commercial announce-
ments and programs. As the newness wore off and also as more
commercial programs and announcements were broadcast, resent-
ment was aroused against the continual unseen individual
advising you to buy your tooth past in the red carton or to
smoke this brand of cigarettes for some slight reason. This
resentment was mirrored in many magazine and newspaper articles
declaiming the excessive ajnount of advertising on the air.
Whether this was to arouse public sentiment against broadcast
advertising for their own good or actually because it reflected
general public opinion cannot be stated. Nevertheless the
commercial radio station realized the problem that existed
and made attempts to discourage the advertiser from using too
much blatant copy in his period on the air.
The factors which have contributed directly to the
expansion of the commercial radio broadcasting industry are:
1, The fascination aiid newness of radio. The

very idea of being able to remain at home and enjoy music
broadcast from a distant point without the aid of wires was
marvelous.
2, The rapid perfection of the radio receiver
from the old battery sets to the modern electric sets.
3, The improved transmission facilities
making it possible to enjoy musical selections in the home
that sound better over the radio than in the studio v;here the
music is being played,
4, The success radio achieved in mass adver-
tising. Large industries found that radio was an effective
means of advertising.
5, In the development and perfection of radio
there was unlimi.ted capital available to experiment in this
field for the development and perfection of radio was unlimit-
ed.

SECTION II
THE IIS'ORTMCS OF THE RADIO INDUSTRY
During the past sixteen years the radio industry has
grown into one of the industrisil giants of the United States*
Factories, manufacturing radio receiving sets, broadcast and
amateur equipment, testing and sound equipment are to be found
in many cities of the United States. The distribution of these
products has been amazingly swift and there is not a tovxn which
does not have a retail outlet for radio receiving sets. Prior
to 1921, radio as a trade and industry comprised only the sale
and distribution of a few amateur sets and a small volume of
ship's radio equipment. The total volume did not exceed several
hundred thousand dollars annually, 3y 1936, sales of radio
receiving equipment to the American public approached •:)4.40,000,000)
This, however, is only a portion of the total expenditures due
to radio. According to statistics released by^Radio Today" the
total expenditures for radio receiving sets, parts, servicing
radio sets and sale of time and talent by broadcasters in 1936
amounted to $891,000,000. Thus, in a fev/ years, compared to some
of the older industries, radio broadcasting has become not only a
major source of entertainment and information for the people of
the nation, but it has also reached industrial proportions of
great importance. Chart I and Table I breaks down the total
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expenditures according to the various divisions of the radio
industry,
CHART I
BROADCASTING
TIME AND TALENT
$ 150,000,000
ELECTRICITY TO OPERATE LISTENERS RADIOS
^ $ 150,000,000
RECEIVING SETS
TUBES ETC.
$516,000,000
REPAIRS AND SERVICING
$ 75,000,000
WHERE THE MONEY COMES FROM
AND WHERE IT GOES
TABLE I
EXPSITOITURPIS IN THS RADIO IITOUSTRY
BY DIVISIONS
Sale of time by broadcasters, 1936
Talent costs, 1936
Electricity, batteries, etc., to
operate 33,000,000 receivers
8,000,000 radio sets sold in 1936
46,000,000 replacement tubes
Radio parts, supplies, etc
Servicing radio sets
$114,000,000
36,000,000
150,000,000
440,000,000
31,000,000
45,000,000
75,000,000
TOTAL $891,000,000
Radio Today
January 1937
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The total number of radio sets sold during 1936 amounted
to 8,000,000 having a retail value of -^40,000, 000. Of the 8,000,000
radio receiving sets sold, 650,000 were exported to foreign countries,
and 1,700,000 radio receiving sets v/ith a retail value of $85,000,000
were installed in automobiles. Five million, six hundred and fifty-
thousand home radios with a retail value of $310,000,000 were sold in
the United States. The number sold to homes previously vdthout radio
was 1,750,000 with a retail value of $96,000,000. The replacement
sales, sales made to those already having radios, but because of
obsolesence bought new ones, amounted to 3,900,000 with a retail value
of $1,750,000« The total unit sales for battery receiving sets
was 800,000 with a retail value of $40,000,000. Chart 11 pictures
the distribution of the radios sold in 1936 and also shows the
increase in the use of radios. Tube sales for replacements were
valued $31,000,000. Forty six million tubes were sold. Fifty six
million tubes were sold in the initial radio receiving set equipment.
Parts, supplies, etc, sold during 1936 had a retail value of $45,000,000.
CHART II
Radio Today
January 1937, pp. 7-14o
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The general trend in the sale of radio receivers by
units and dollars from 1925 to 1936 is clearly indicated by
Ohart III
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There is a difference of 40,000 between the reports
of the Electronics Magazine and the magazine Radio Today, as to
the number of receiving sets sold during 1936. The Electronics
Magazine reports that 7,600,000 receiving sets were sold, while
Radio Today sets the figure at 8,000,000. The difference is
greater when the dollar value for the receiving sets sold is
considered. Radio Today sets the value of the total receiving
sets sold at $440,000,000, while the Electronics Magaiine
Electronics Magazine
January 1937
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©stimates the total value of receiving sets sold to be $315,600,000»
For our purpose we shall accept the figures as reported by R.adio
Today, as this report is more inclusive than the one presented by
the Electronics Magazine,
Comparing the figure of 8,000,000 radio receiving sets
sold in 1936 to the business-peaJc year of 1929, vhen 4,400,000
radio receiving sets were sold, there is an 82 per cent increase.
Measured in dollar volume, ow^ng to the lower unit prices during
1936, the radio volume for 1926 is 25 per cent below the $600,000,000
retail peak of 1929.
Like the automotive and aeronautical industries, radio
stands out uniquely among other American industries operating on a
mass production basis in that the marketed product is a complex
device in \vhich the most modern scientific principles are involved.
The radio receiving sets found in homes today are more than an
assemblage of a number of mechanical parts compactly arranged and
artistically housed. Intensive research with unlimited resources
to carry on the work has made possible the many principles involved
in radio. Mass production has provided the way for wide distribution
of receiving sets. Standardization was necessary before mass
production could be started, but in the early stages of radio,
improvements were so rapid that standardization was almost imposs-
ible. Factories had to be maintained on a flexible basis to enable
the manufacturer to adapt the plant to the new conditions brought
about by improvement in radio receiving sets. Some of the changes
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v;ere the elirai.nat-' on of batteries by the use of po^^er packs, which
converted and transformed ordinary line currents and voltages so
that they were usable by the oriinary radio tubes, the intro-
duction of alternating- current tubes which made possible the
utilization of the regular pov/er supplies of the homes caused a
vei*itable revolution in the industry as production methods had
to be changed and circuits completely redesigned* Loud speakers
first began as a horn, wh^ ch amplified the sounds produced in a
vibrating diaphtagm by means of its air column. This was
follov/ed by the cone speaker which was much better than the
horn type of soeaker. The cone speaker was not entirely
satisfactory as the low tones were not reproduced. The dynamic
speaker overcame this difficulty.
It can easily be seen how many changes were necessary
in machinery and in the scheduling of operations to maintain
the factory at the highest efficiency. All of the leading
manufacturers of radio receivers today have iiit reduced a high
degree of efficiency in their plants. Labor-saving systems of
every type are used to facilitate production. Conveyor belt
systems are used in some plants; endless belt sjrsteras in others,
while some prefer the use of dollies to move the chasis along
the production line.
In the early boom days of radio, at least three to
five thousand manufacturers could be listed, Tith the stabili-
zation of the radio industry this number has steadily decreased

unt-il there are only a fe^ hundred. The totn.1 number of receiving
set manufacturers at the end of 193fi was 144, Concentration of
volume is also a noticeable trend, with the best known companies
doing the bulk of the business.
There are tv/o classes of radio receiving sets manufac-
turers, those '^ho buy their p;irts from other manufacturers and
assemble then in accordance ^7ith the ideas of their own engineer-
ing departments, and those who manufacture almost all of the parts
needed to make the complete set. In 192*^ the tube shortage forced
many companies to protect themselves and manufacture their ov/n tubes.
There has been an increasing tendency for manufacturers to produce
all parts used in radio receiving sets.
The ma.jority of radio manufacturers sell their products
through jobbers v;ho in turn supply the dealers \7ith radio merchandise.
Others maintain their own distributors. The retail distribution of
radio does not have an exact parallel in any other field, as radio is
regarded as an article of furniture to be retailed through a furniture
or department store, or a musical instriiment to be sold by a music
store, or an electrical device to be sold by electrical dealers.
These are not the only dealers as mail order houses have developed
an enormous business in selling radio receiving sets. Drug stores
are displaying the smaller radios on their counter with price being
the main emphasis. Even the automobile service stations and supply
shops are handling radios, especially automobile radios.
The radio industry in all its ramifications is pictured
graphically by Chart lY ,

1^
r
RADIO MARKETS VISUAL
MANUFACTURING
I. ol
TESTING
EQUIPMENT
55 JOBBERS
Copyrltht, 1936
RADIO
TODAY
Mfr>. of
BROADCAST and
AMATEUR EQUIPMENT
110
"HAM-
SUPPLY STORES
i
IZED A chart and
flow-sheet of the entire radio
industry with census and marketing facts.
SERVICING CONSUMER MARKET
BUYING PUBLICic
Statistics
Total homes in U.S.
Total homes with radios
Homes with electricity
Farms in U.S.
Total passenger autos
Total autos with radio
Total radios in U.S.
31,000,000
24,500,000
22,000,000
6,000,000
23,500,000
4,500,000
32,000,000
Radio Markets by States
\f a manufacturer has equaliied distribution
throushout the nation, the following table shows
the percentage of business he should do in each
state:
Alabama
Arixona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist of Columbia
Florida
Georsia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouti
Montana
Nebraska
1.14
.88
.82
6.15
.91
1.64
.81
.55
1.03
1.47
.33
7.37
2.71
8.81
1.53
1.38
1.14
.72
1.41
4.16
4.18
8.36
.73
3.11
.40
1.17
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virgioie
Wisconsin
Wyoming
.10
.44
3.86
.88
13.18
1.50
.44
6.15
1.47
.95
8.54
.66
.77
.47
1.45
3.79
.37
.38
1.48
1.53
1.06
8.54
.80
TOTAL 100.00
1
COMMERCIAL USERS
of SOUND and
COMMUNICATING
SYSTEMS ^
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SECTION III
THE IlIPORTANCE OF COIJLIERCIAL RADIO BROADCASTING
The importance of commercial radio broadcasting in
the United States may best be seen by studying the report on
Radio Broadca.sting recently issued by the Census of Business
for 1935, This report is the first one that has attempted to
make a comprehensive survey of the broadcasting industry.
Various private agencies have compiled information, by use of
the sample method,to obtain a genei*al picture of the industry.
These reports for the most part did not include a sufficient
number of commercial broadcasting stations to make them of
real value.
The Bureau of Census report on radio broadcasting
included 625 broadcasting stations in the United States that
had penaits either to operate or construct stations. Of this
total, 564 were commercial stations selling time to advertis-
ers. The remaining 61 had construction permits only, or were
non-commercial stations operated by churches, schools, or
similar organizations. Three of the 564 did not send in their
reports.
The total net revenue for the year 1935 including
the netv/orks and the independent broadcasting stations amount-
ed to $86,492,653, Two sources of revenue, the sale of time
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and the sale of talent and miscellaneous sources, provided
this total* The primary source of revenue for the combined
group was the sale of time which is the renting of the broad-
casting facilities for a certain period. This amounted to
$79,617,543 or 92. i;^ of the total revenue. The remaining
$6,875,110 was derived from the sale of talent and miscella-
neous items. This amounted to only 92.1 percent of the total.
The amount of radio time sold through individual
stations amounted to $39,879,676, network sales amounted to
$39,737,867. Table II and Chart V shows the sources of reve-
nue for the year 1935 and also the total revenue for the broad-
casting industry.

NET REVENUE OF NETWORKS AND STATIONS: 1935
Total Revenue Amount Received by
SOURCE
TOTAL
Amount
$86,492,653
Percent
100.00
Networks
$30,199,280
Stations
Amount Percent
$56,293,373 100.00
S^le of Time -
Total $79,617,543
National and
Regional Netv/oifk 39,737,867
National and
Regional Spot
(non-network) 13,805,200
Local Advertising 26,074,476
^ale of Talent ! 6,875,110
Other Revenue Xf
92.1 27,216,035 52,401,508
45.9
16.1
30.1
7.9
27,216,035
2,983,245
1/
12,521,832
13,805,200
26,074,476
1,294,157
93.1
22.2
24.6
46.3
2.3
1/ Revenue from sale of talent and"other" revenue are combined for networks
United States Department of Commerce
Bureau of the Census
Census of Business: 1935
Radio Broadcasting pp. 16
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TOTAL 1935 REVENUE $86,492,653
-.T->".
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In arriving at the figures in Table II and Chart V the
Bureau of Census deducted time discount, frequency discount, and
other allowances from the gross billings. Hov/ever, agency commission
salesmen's commission, and cash discounts were considered expenses.
The "pie" or circle chart illustrates very clearly the sources of
revenue for the broadcasting industry.
The individual stations comprising the eight net v;orks
of the United States in 1935 were paid $12,521,832 or 31,5 per cent
of the total net v/ork revenue. As mentioned before the total net
work revenue amounted to $39,737,867 for the year 1935,
For the sale of talent and miscellaneous sources of
revenue the networks v;ere paid $2,983,245, This figure does not
represent the total amount expended for talent during the year as
many advertising agencies hire their ov/n talent and also many radio
performers are employed by the respective advertisers.
The net revenue during the year 1935 for the regular
five hundred and fifty seven commercial broadcast stations amounted
to $56,293,373, Seventy one percent of the total or $39,879,676
was obtained from the direct sale of time. In addition to this
$12,521,832 was paid by the net works to the various stations
comprising the networks and $2,597,708 was paid by the advertisers
to the individual stations for talent. There was a miscellaneous
income of $1,294,157,
The revenue received by the individual stations from the
sale of time may be further broken up into the national, regional
and local advertisers. The national advertisers operate on a
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country wide basis. Their services or products are distributed
throughout the country. The regional advertiser only has
distribution over a certain geographic area, wliile the local
advertisers are restricted to one locality or city.
Local advertisers spent $26,074,476 in radio activity
in 1935 and regional advertisers $13,805,200, The amount received
by radio stations from the local advertisers was almost double to
that received from the regional advertisers.
It is very interesting to analyze the revenue received
by broadcasting stations according to states, Ne^ York State with
a total of 39 stations received 10,6 per cent of the total time
sales. The 43 stations in operation in California netted 8.88 per
cent of the total time sales and Ohio's 19 stations received 8,48
per cent of the total tine sales for 1935, Studying the revenue
from the standpoint of the amount of revenue received from national
and regional advertisers and from the radio networks, Ohio stations
cane first vath 12,3 per cent. New York second with 11,4 per cent,
Illinois third with 8,04 per cent, and California with 7,82 per
cent was fourth. Chart VI prepared by the Bureau of Census shows
the relative position of each State in total time sales as well as
in national, regional and local revenue.


Is.
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The column, percent of radio ownersliip in each state,
provides a very interesting comparison in relation to the percent
of net time sales of broadcasting stations each state received.
The two columns correlate very closely in a general v;ay» Some,
however, differ to a marked degree* Pennsylvania, vrith 8,3 per
cent of the total radio ownership in the United states, had 6»6
per cent of the total net time sales of broadcasting stations,
California has 6,1 per cent of the total radio ownership in the
United States and 8,83 per cent of the net time sales of radio
broadcasting stations. The net time sales cif Pennsylvania are
only 75 per cent of California's net time sales, but the radio
ownership of that state is 40 per cent greater than California's
radio ownership.
The District of Columbia with ,6 per cent of the total
radio ownership of the United States did 1,41 per cent of the total
net time sales of the broadcasting stations. In relation to the
other states having the same percentar^e of rj.dio ssts, the net time
sales should be approximately one-half of one per cent of the total
net sales, instead, it has 1,41 per cent net time sales, a differ-
ence of 90 per cent,
Utah offers another interesting comparison in this respect
as it netted ,96 per cent of the total net time sales when the radio
ownership of the state v;as only ,4 per cent of the total radio
o'raership in the United States,
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In relation to the othsr states the net revenue from the sale of
time for the broadcasting stations in Utah should have been only
about ,45 per cont of the net time sales.
There are many other factors to be taken into consideration
in analyzing this problem, such as: "^he number of broadcasting
stations in the state; the income per capita; the retail sales;
t'he geographical location of the area; and the type of management
of the broadcasting station.
The income per capita, the retail sales, and the number
of broadcasting stations seem to be the primary causes of California's
high percentage of net time sales. The primary factor is that there
are 45 licensed stations in California, while Pennsylvania has
35 licensed stations. In the case of the District of Columbia
the primary factor would be the favorable location, the comparatively
small area, and the income per capita© Utah presents a unique situation
as from a population standpoint, from the percent ownersliip of radios,
and from the per capita earnings the net time sales of ,96 per cent
is not warranted, but because of its geographical location it has
a definite value to the netv^orks that cross the continent. The
telephone line charges between Denver and the Pacific Coast would
be exhorbitant if it were not for an outlet in between to absorb
some of the cost.
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Another interesting study is the comparison of the
national and regional net time sales to the local net times sales
for the geographical areas of the United States, The broadcast
stations in the East North Central area received a revenue of
$13,008,000 or 24,86 per cent of the total revenue of the United
States in 1935, Ninety four out of the 557 stations v/ere located
in the East North Central area. Six of the broadcasting stations
in this area received a net revenue of $500,000 or over. This
amounted to 11,02 per cent of the total net tine sales for 1935,
Of the tota.1 net time sales in this area $7,460,000 or 28,34 per
cent of the total net time sales was National and Regional
advertising (representingthe amount received by stations from
networks as payment for network commercial programs carried by
the stations as well as time sold directly by stations to national
and regional advertisers). The Local advertising amounted to
$5,548,000 or 21,34 per cent of the total net time sales of
broadcasting stations in the United States,
The Iliddle Atlantic area cs-me second in net time sales
with a total of $11,423,000 or 21,83 per cent of the broadcast
station time sales. Six million one hundred thousand and eighty
dollars of this was for na.tional and regional advertising, while
$5,243,000 was for Local advertisings The National and Regional
radio advertising in this area onounted to 23,48 per cent of the
total broadcast station net time sales in the United States,
Twenty and sixteen hundredths per cent was for local advertising.
Eighty two broadcasting stations v/ere licensed to operate in this
area. Four of which had total time sales of $500,000 or over.
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The proportion of national and regional net time
sales to local net time sales for the United States according
to geograohical areas is shov/n by Chart Vlli,
The important factors rrhich determine the amount
spent for advertising by radio in a geographic area are:
1, The number of broadcasting stations
located in the area;
2, The retail distribution for the area;
3, The percent of the total radio receiv-
ing sets located in the area. ^
Generally the percent of the population or families owning
radio receiving sets in the area is used, instead of the
percent of the total radios in the United States, By using
the percent of the total radios in the United States, compar-
ison with the other factors is facilitated.
Table nr brings out the relationship of the
important factors which influence the amount spent for radio
advertising in a given area. The factors considered are
number of stations, percent of net revenue from sale of time,
retail distribution, and percent of the total radios of the
United States in the area. The relationship between the
factors mentioned above i3 graphically presented in Chart VIII,
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TABLE III
COLIPARISON BY GSOGRAPKICAL DIVISION
OF
SPENDABLE IKGOIS, RETAIL DISTRIBUTION,
BROADCAST STATION P.EVENUE, RADIO HOLIES, AND POPULATION
Percent of
Number Net Revenue Percent of
Geographical of From the Sale Retail Total Radios
Area Stations of Tine Distribution in the U, S,
(1) (1) (2) (3)
East North
Central 94 24,86 21.6 22.7
I'liddle Atlantic 82 21,83 25,3 25.0
Pacific 77 12.31 9,7 8,5
West North
Central 63 10,88 10.6 11,2
South Atlantic 64 8.63 9.9 8,6
West South 65 7,07 7.3 10.9
Central
Nev/ England 26 7.00 8.1 7,9
East South Central 34 4.09 4.2 3,5
Mountain 42 3,36 3.3 2.7
(1) Census of Business: 1935; Radio Broadcasting; October 1936
Page 63.
(2) Survey of Current Business: 1936 Supplement: Page 95
(3) Radio I.fe.rkets Supplement: Unitefl States - Families Ovming
Radio Sets; July 21, 1936

COMPARISON BY GSOGR.APHICAL DIVISION
CHART VIII OF
SPENDABLE INCOLtE, RETAIL DISTRIBUTION,
BROADCAST STATIOII R AVENUE, RADIO HOiSS, AND POPULATION
Number of
Broadcast
Stations
Eafft North 94
Central
liiddle 82
Atlantic
Pacific 77
West North
Central
South
Atlantic
West South
Central
63
64
65
New England 36
East South
Central
34
Mountain 42
Percent of United St^.tes Total
J_Q 15 20 2,
SSaZ Broadcast Station Revenue
Sr)endable Income
Retail Distribution
'Jr^i-j-''/.^ Radio Homes
I Population
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The expenditures made by various groups of industries
for radio advertising are indicated by Table IV, The classifi-
cation is self explanatory. Most of the experimenters and the
smaller advertisers v/ho use radio advertising are included in
the miscellaneous group» An examination of Table Vf and Charts
IX, X, XI reveals that the industries which support radio
broadcasting are the Drugs and Toilet Goods Industry and the
Foods and Beverages Industry. Both of these industries in 1935
were responsible for sixty percent of the total radio advertising
in the United States, Ninety percent of the advertising
expenditures for radio v/ere made by the drugs and toilet goods
industry, the foods and beverages industry, the automotive
industry, the petroleum products and fuels industry, the
tob-^cco manufacturers industry, the confectiona.ry and soft
drinks industry, and the soaps and supplies industry.

TABLE IV
RADIO 3R0ADCASTIMG
COST OF FACILITIES — MONTHLY AVERAGES
CLOTIilMG CONFECTIONERY DRUGS AMD
AUTO- BUILDING A:D
YEAR TOTAL MOTIVE MTERIALS DRY GOODS
1932 3,259 162 2
1933 2,626 193 7
1934 3,555 314 17
1935 4,066 367 23
33
34
28
29
AND
SOFT PRIMS
136
102
99
107
TOILET
GOODS
711
664
1,165
1,337
FINANCIAL
104
56.
51
36
1932
1933
1934
1935
MCHIIIERY
FARM EQUIP-
FOODS AND HOUSEHOLD LENT AND
BEVERAGES FURNITURE SUPPLIES
941
791
979
1080
21
33
35
42
55
4
5
5
PAIOTS PETROLEUl'I RilDIOS
AND PRODUCTS PHONOGRAPHS
AND A:ID MUSICALHARD-
WARE
36
13
18
17
FUELS
192
299
247
309
instrum:nts
13
49
55
90
1932
1933
1934
1935
stationery tobacco
shoes and soaps and sporting a!© mnuf-
supplies goodsLEATHER
GOODS
33
1
3
6
PUBLISHERS TURERS
93
84
163
195
8
0
0
0
63
17
34
40
520
242
265
291
WINES
AND
BEERS
39
21
msc,
135
38
38
70
Survey of Current Business
1936 Supplement-Page 21
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CHART IX
RADIO BROADG .STING
COST OF FACILITIES — MO'fTHLY AVERAGES
EXPENDITURES 3Y INDUSTRIES
Dollars (OOO omitted)
1000
100
L93i
. Drugs and Toilet Goods
Foods and Beverages
Automotive
Petroleum Products and Fuels
Tobacco Manufacturers
—— Confectionery and Soft Drinks
Soaps and Supplies
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CHART X
RADIO BROADCASTING
COST OF FACILITIES ~ MOMTHLY AVSRAGES
EXPENDITURES BY INDUSTRIES
Dollars (OOO omitted)
10000
1000
100
10
Financial
Radios, Phonographs and Musical
Miscellaneous (instrumerrts
Stationery and Publishers
Clothing and Dry Goods
Paints and Hardware
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CHART XI
RADIO BROADCASTING
COST OF FACILITIES — MOMTHLY AVERAGES
EXPENDITURES BY INDUSTRIES
Dollars (OOO omitted)
10000
1000
100
10
1932 1933 1934 1935
Household Furniture
Machinery, Farm Equipment and Supplies
Shoes and Leather Goods
Sporting Goods
Building Materials
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The total yearly expenditures by type of business sponsoring
broadcast advertising during the years 1934, 1935, and 1936
are given in Table V • The data for Table V was obtained
from the Reports of the National Association of Broadcasters.
This information lists the total expenditures each year accord-
ing to the type of business sponsoring the advertising, while
the data used in Table IV and Charts IX, X, XI are from the
1936 Supplement of Current Business v/hich compiled the infor-
mation according to monthly averages. The classifications
used by these publications are also different and for this
reason are not comparable.
In considering Table V and Chart XII the increase
each year in the total expenditures for the various types of
sponsors d broadcast advertising is readHy seen* All forms
of broadcast advertising for 1936 gained, except the drug
and confectionery advertising. The advertising of drugs
decreased 2,4 per cent, while confectionery advertising de-
clined 7.9 per cairt. The greatest gain took place in the mis-
cellaneous advertising, representing an increase of 63«8 per
cent, which is readily understood as all the sponsored politi-
cal broadcasts are included in this classification. Other
substantial increases in 1936 over 1935 are 45.6 per cent
for the soap and kitchen supply advertising; 39.5 per cent
for the automotive; 37.4 per cent for the tobacco advertising;
34.5 per cent for radio set advertising; and 30.6 per cent for
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TABLE V
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
BY TYPE OF SPONSORIIJG BUSINESS
Type of Sponsoring Business
1934 1935 1936
Total Percent Total Percent Total Percent
Amusements $550,728 .8 $558,255 .6 $607,479 .6
Automobiles and Accessories:
Automobiles 4,157,826
Accessories, gas and oils 6,237,779
5.7
8.6
6,219,462
6,587,267
7.1
7.6
8,681,618
7,814,164
8.1
7.3
Clothing and apparel 2,380,138 3.2 3,636,182 4.2 3,909,216 3.6
Drugs and toilet goods:
Drugs and
pharmaceuticals
Toilet goods
8,975,652
10,510,460
12.3
14.4
10,621,717
11,455,571
12a
13.1
10,361,990
12,898,966
9.6
S.O
Foodstuffs
Beverages
Confections
13,813,055
4,722,793
1,473,062
19.0
6.4
2.0
16,648,438
4,771,139
1,923,275
19.0
5.5
2.2
19,543,188
6,557,078
1,770,777
13.2
6.1
1.6
Household goods:
Household equipment
and furnishings
Soaps and kitchen
supplies
2,319,015
2,820,791 3.8
3 416 1f)7
3,895,650 4.5 5,673,641 5.3
Insurance and financial 1,332,853 1.8 1,330,071 1.5 1,737,300 1.6
Radios 845,410 1*0 1,402,566 1.6 1,887,294 1.7
Retail establishmerrts 1,351,282 1.9 1,828,109 2.1 2,036,640 1.9
Tobacco products 3,347,720 4.6 4,235,346 4.8 5,735,086 5.3
Miscellaneous 8,049,105 11.3 8,994,752 10.2 14,735,126 U8
TOTAL $72,887,169 .LOOjO ^7,523,898 IDD.O $107,550,886 lOOO

CHART XII
Foodstuffs
Miscellaneous
m
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BROADCAST ADVERTISING
3Y TYPE OF SPOMSORIJ^JG 3USIM3SS
(thousands of dollars)
5,000 ^o.mo 1 2£U0QQ
Toilet Goods
Drugs and
Pnaramaceut1 c
-
als
Automobilss
^
/ / ^ /J
Accessories,
Gas and Oils
Beverages
Spans and
KitShon
SuTjolies
Tobacco
Products
Jlothing and
Apparel
Household
Equipment and
Furnishings
Retail
SMahlishDierrfcs
Radios
Insurance &
Financial
Confections
Amusements
^••^'-:.^^v:^'•^^
1936
1935
1934
"ZZM
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financial advertising. Gas and oils rose 18«6 per cent,
foodstuffs 17.3 per cent, cosmetics 12.6 per cent, depart-
ment store advertising 11.4 per cent, amusement advertising
8.8 per cent, clothing 7.5 per cent and household equipme2it
5.4 per cent.
In 1934 the total broadcast station revenue was
$72,887,169, in 1935, $87,523,848, in 1936, $107,550,000.
The per cent increase in 1935 over 1934 was 20 per cent, and
the per cent increase of 1926 over 1935 was 24 per cent.
The per cent of the total broadcast advertising by type of
sponsoring business is indicated by Chart Xrn, which illus-
trates the relative importance of the type of sponsoring
business over a three year period. This relationship
fluctuates to a great extent during the three years. Food-
stuffs led in all three years, accounting for 19 per cent of
the total broadcast advertising in 1934 and 1935, and for 18.2
per cent in 1936. The leading sponsoring groups were the
same during the three years, except that their relative
positions have changed. The miscellaneous group was in
second place in 1936 because of the large amount of sponsored
political business during the national campaign. The most
marked changes in proportion of total broadcast advertising
during this period were in thedru^ suid pharmaceuticals, the
automobiles, and the soap and kitchen supplies. In 1934 and
1935 the drugs and pharmaceuticals were in second place while
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CHART XIII
COMPARISON OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING
BY TYPE OF SPONSORING BUSINESS-1934j 1935, 1936
(Percent of Total)
0 5 in 15
Foodstuffs
Miseellajieous
Toilet Goods
Drugs and
Pharamaceutical
s
Automobiles
Accessories^
Gas and Oils
Beverages
Soaps and
Kitchen Supplies
Tobacco Products
Clothing and Apparel
Household Equipment
and Furnishings
Retail Establishments
20
m
Radios
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Amusements
I
Ml
1936
V////////A 1935
1934
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tho miscellaneous group was in fourth place. The reason for
this sharp decline in drugs and pharmaceuticals is probably
because of the adverse decisions rendered by the Federal
Trade Commission and the subsequent cease and desist orders.
The automotive field rose from 5,7 percent of the medium's
revenues in 1934 to 7.1 per cent in 1935 and to 8#1 per cent
in 1936. In 1934 the soap and kitchen supplies were 3.8 par
cent of the total broadcast revenue in 1934, 4.5 percent in
1935, and 5.3 per cent in 1936.
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As in many other industries commercial radio broad-
casting has seasonal fluctuations. The advertising appropriations
of large concerns using radio are so prepared that the radio
advertising program begins late in September and continues
until My, During the summer months from June through Septem-
ber, radio advertising is reduced or discontinued entirely by
many firms. The marked seasonal fluctuations of commercial
radio broadcasting is indicated by Table VI, Chart XIV
graphically illustrates the seasonal fluctuation*
The net works ajid large independent stations are
attempting by the use of surveys of the listening audience
during the summer months to justify advertisers to continue
the year around with their radio pi*ogr€>jn8. In 1936 the decline
in radio advertising during the summer was much less than
during the previous years. Whether this is due to the efforts
of the networks and independent stations to smooth out the
seasonal fluctuation or whether it is because of the general
business trend can not be determined.
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TABLE VI
RADIO 3R0i\DCASTING
COST OF FACILITIES — MOOTHLY AVERAGES
MONTHS 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936
January 3894 2811 3798 4664 4583
February 3891 2628 3599 4413 4623
llaroh 4301 3014 4033 4855 5210
April 4004 2466 3745 4298 4693
May 3632 2287 3731 3973 4311
June 2997 2065 3104 3448 3826
July 2417 1816 2495 3119 3723
August 2286 1907 2249 2900 3655
September 2493 2103 2561 3250
October 3036 3256 4528 4710
November 3060 3466 4366 4377
December 3006 3697 4451 4780
Monthly average
for the year 3259 2626 3555 4066
Survey of Current Business
1936 Supplement-Page 21
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CHART XTV
RADIO aR0.\DCA3TING - COST OF FACILITEDS
Morrthly Averages 000 omitted
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Chart XV makes it possible to compare the rate of
increase in the trends of electric power production, general
advertising activity, and radio advertising activj.ty4^ The
trends of general advertising activity and of electric pov/er
production correspond very closely from 1922 to 1928# The
depression years forced the trend of general advertising act-
ivity lower then that of electric power production* The decline
in general advertising activity'' was much greater during this
period than electric power production and the bottom was reached
in 1933» The trend line indicating the progress of radio adver-
tising activity rose rapidly from 1928 to the end of 1931 when
the effects of the depression were first felt in the radio
broadcasting industiy. The decline in this field was greater
relatively than in either the fields of electric power pro-
duction or general advertising activity. In 1933 the trend
line for radio advertising activity dropped down to just a
little under 100, but from that point to the end of 1936 the
ascension for this activity was even greater than the period
from 1928 to 1931.
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CHART XV
ADVERTISING ACTIVITY, ELECTRIC POSTER PRODUCTION
AND RADIO ACTIVITY
Electric Power Production
General Advertising Activity
Radio Activity
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SECTION IV
COMPARISON OF MAJOR I.fflDIA
No detailed analysis will be attenpted of the com-
petitive history of broadcast advertising as conpared to the
other advertising media. The factors involved in making a
comprehensive survey of the history, functions, and advantages
of the several advertising media are sufficient to provide
material for a research subject itself. The monthly and semi-
monthly publications of "Pidnters Ink" furnish the best source
of information regarding the general trends in advertising*
Charts XVI andJKH based on the index numbers compiled by "Print-
ers Ink" clearly illustrate by monthly averages the trends in
advertising according to the major media. The five year period
from 1928 to 1932 equal the monthly average.
In making a comparison between the trend in advertis-
ing it must be remembered that the trend lined are relative
indexes and do not indicate the actueJL expenditures in the
different media. For comparison of the actual expenditures
see page 53 .
The general index of advertising activity shows a
decline of 46 per cent from 1929 to 1933. From the years
1933 to 1936 an increase of 37 per cent has taken place. Even
with this increase, however, advertising activity is still
about 25 per cent under the peak year of 1929. The 1936 period
registers an increase of 12.4 per cent over 1935. The gain of
1935 over 1934 was 6.2 per cent. Besides the general rise in
business conditions, the political campaign which was responsible
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for a flood of political advertising over the air, in the
newspapers, and magazines, and the new revenue law were
factors increasing the amount of advertising in 1936«
All advertising media, except radio, experienced a
sharp decline in revenue during the 1929 to 1931 period. The
reason for radio maintaining itself and even gaining in the
amount of revenue during these early depression years is pro-
bably due to the fact that radio broadcasting was such a new
advertising medium at the time in the field of advertising as
a whole. From the beginning of 1932 to April of 1933 the
radio index declined to a point just under the 1928 to 1932
average. This decline was not as severe in radio as in the
other advertising fields.
All advertising media have gained substantially over
the lowest points of 1933, as Charts XVI and XVIIindicate. The
general increase during 1936 in advertising activity for the
various media over 1935 are: Radio, eighteen per cent; News-
papers, ten percent; Magazines, thirteen per cent; Outdoor
advertising, twenty per cent. The 1936 level in general adver-
tising, including all the media, shows an increase of thirteen
per cent over 1935,
n.+ 6U
-49 A-
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To indicate the comparative importance of the various
advertising media according to dollar volume, data will be used
from the Reports of the National Association of Broadcasters.
The accuracy of this data cannot be vouched for as in the case
of newspapers the volume of space sales was estimated. At any
event a comparison is made possible and that is of primary
interest.
Chart XVIII compares the advertising volume of the
major media for the years 1934, 1935, and 1936. Rapid gains
have been made in the last three years in all advertising media.
In 1935 gains over the preceding year were shown: radio gained
twenty percent; national magazines five and nine tenths percent;
national farm papers seven percent; newspapers six and six tenths
percent. Even greater gains were shown in 1936 over 1935: radio
gained twenty-two and nine tenths percent; national magazines
sixteen and eight tenths percent ; national farm papers twenty-
six percent; nev/spapers nine and eight tenths percent.
Three hundred and tv/enty-two concerns spent more
than $100 J 000 each and forty-one concerns spent more than one
million dollars each in magazines, farm publications and radio.
Chart XIX graphically pictures the expenditures of these concerns.
The radio totals were figured only on the basis of the three
national chains. These advertisers spent a total of $56,732,094
in 1936, compared to $45,754,469 in 1935j for radio, $109,851,680
in 1936 as compared to $92,715,218 in 1935 for magazine advertising,
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and $8,755,547 in 1936 as compared to $7,032,894 for 1935 for
farm newspaper advertising. This information was obtained
from the trade journal "Printers* Ink": Volume 178: January
28, 1937: page 63.
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CHiiKT XVIII
ADVERTISING BY MAJOR LEDIA
1934, 1935, 1936
(000 omitted)
$600,000
NATIONAL RADIO NATIONAL
MElfSPAPSRS
FARM PAPERS BROADCASTING MAGAZINES
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SECTION V
REGULATION A^ID CONTROL
OF THE
RADIO BROADCASTING INDUSTRY
The radio broadcasting industry occupies a very unique
position in comparison to the other industries in our civiliza-
tion* In the short tins that radio has been in existence, many
problems and difficulties have arisen which have not been
encountered by any other industry* The mechanics of the physical
units were not perfected, no precedents existed, no laws had been
formulated by which to guide the aggressive forwards steps that
the industry has t3-ken* Trial and error has been the method upon
which the industry has based its progress. For this reason the
function of radio broadcasting is different in every country*
The various countries have adapted radio to meet their standards
and their particular needs* Definite legal, social and economic
obligations are part of the industry's inherent nature and these
obligations had to be considered in the development and progress
which has been made* As the industry progressed regulations
were necessary to conform man's activities to the basic laws of
the transmission of sound* Otherwise there would have been
confusion, where today we have a comparative degree of order*
The problems presented in the regulation of the radio
broadcasting industry are unique* A nev; branch of jurisprudence
has developed in handling the legal difficulties v/hich arose
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with the development of the industry. One of the first questions
was the governmental agency that should have legislative control
over a broadcast station. TnTas it mthin the power of the State
in which the broadcast station v/as located to control its activ-
ities, or v/as it a function of the Federal government? Another
question arose in the property right of a station operating on
a certain frequency, Mr, Richard Joyce Smith expresses his
opinion on the subject as follows:
"To anticipate theretsrjonse to an attemi)t to bring
radio broadcasting and its ancillary activities within the scope
of the "Due Process Clause" of the Fourteenth Anendement, which
reads, "No state shall deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property, vdthout clue process of law," defies the students of
the problem. Here is an entirely new type of value, the privilege
to broadcast. It is essentially a public privilege. Yet v;e
know that in the hands of private industry it has a high commer-
cial value. V/e also knov; that commercial values, resting in the
hands of private people, have in the past been protected by the
courts even from the actions of the state. The fundamental ques-
tion in determining what is to be the ultimate control of radio,
therefore, is this application of property definitions under our
constitutional provisions. — — — If. the public is ready to
say that an interest is a private interest to be protected against
interference by the state, I talce it that interest will become
property. If the public continues to be sufficiently alive to the
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public nature of the privilege, I take it that ultimately,
whatever may be the precedents involved, the privilege will be
determined by the courts not to be property. If ve are to
permit the building up of a tremendous private interest in the
radio industry, an attitude that a particular company owns some-
thing v;hich we cannot see but nevertheless which can be used,
then I take it that when abuses arise in the radio industry it
will be extremely difficult to enforce smy type of adequate
control upon that industry. If, however, v/e begin now to
demonstrate that there can be no property in the real sense in
the air of a country, then I take it that ultimately we will be
able to establish whatever control may be necessary." (l)
Summarizing the words of I'lr. Smith, the legal question
may be stated: "Is radio a public utility oi* a private enter-
prise?" On this question there are several view points. Some
maintain that radio is definitely a public utility because of
the "public interest" involved; others claim that it is not a
public utility because it does not have to render service to
all who apply for the use of the broadcast facilities. A radio
station in Boston, for ex?jnple, may accept or reject any requests
it may receive for the use of its facilities, while the Edisoii
Electric Company must render service to all who are in a position
to pay for its service. The third group v/hich exists, but which
in the last few years has rapidly diminished, is the one which
(1) Radio and Education 1932: The Ultimate Control of Radio
in the United States: Richard Joyce Smith: P. 185,
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claims that radio is a 3)rivate enterprise and should not be subject
to any control whatsoever by the government. The second group
mentioned acknovdedges the fact that governmental control should
exist, but claims that this control should not come under the
game classification as that of Public Utilities.
On this point I^r, Richard Joyce Smith expresses the
legal aspect very clearly as follows:
"There is no doubt about the fact that radio is at the
present time a public utility in the legal sense of the word*
Now, if it were not a public utility, the Federal Radio Gommj-Ssion
would be unconstitutional. The Federal Radio Coranission has the
authority to deteimne who may use which channels of the air in the
public interest, convenience, and necessity. The only v/ay to
sustain the granting of that power over the industry is to deter-
mine the constitutionality if the industry is affected with public
interest, convenience, and necessity. If it is, you can do that.
If it isn*t, you cannot. That is why the government cannot deter-
mine what automobiles may be manufactured. An automobile is not
affected v/ith a public interest according to the attitude of the
Court," (1)
Although this statement was made while the Radio Act of
1927 was still operative, the passing of the Communications Act
of 1934 in no ways ch3.nge the reasoning as presented in the above
<
citation.
(1) Radio and Education 1932: The Ultimate Control of Radio
in the United States: Richard Joyce Smith: P. 190.
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The first of the twenty seven laws passed by congress
influencing radio communication was in 1910 when the Federal
government v/as given pov/er by Congress to regulate common
carriers engaged in wire and wireless communication. At the
tiBie this law v/as passed the Interstate Commerce Commission
was given jurisdiction over these agencies. The law applied
to telegraph and telephone communication, but not to radio*
On June 24, 1910, Congress passed an act which was approved by
the President to improve the safety conditions at sea. The
bill was merely to force ocean liners to observe certain safety
measures by having ra.dio equipment and an operator capable of
operating the ro.dio equipment. The next act v/as passed in July,
1912, extending the provisions of the former in order to insure
greater safety at sea.
The first act which attempted to put the radio
industry directly under the control of the Federal government
was approved in August, 1912, Under this act the Secretary of
Commerce was given authority to grant licenses. The jurisdic-
tion of the Federal and State governments is defined in the
opening paraf^irqDh of the act,
"3e it enacted by the Senate and House of Represen-
tatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled.
That a person, company, or corporation within the jurisdiction
of the United Sto.tes shall not use or operate any apparatus for
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radio communication as a means of commercial intercourse among the
several States, or vath foreign nations, or upon any vessel of the
United States engaged in interstate or foreign coraaerce, or for the
transmission of radiograms or sir,nals the effect of which extends
beyond the jurisdiction of the State or Territory in which the same
are made, or where interference would be caused thereby with the
receipt of messages or signals from beyond the jurisdiction of the
said State or Territory, except under an in accordance with a
license, revocable for cause, in that behalf granted by the Secretary
of Commerce and Labor upon application therefore.; but nothing in this
Act shall be construed to apply to the transmission and exchange
of radiograms or signals between points situa.ted in the same State:
PROVIDED, That the effect thereof shall not extend beyond the juris-
diction of the said State or interfere with the reception of radio-
grams or signals from beyond said jurisdiction;" (l)
The Secretary of Commerce and Labor was given authority
to 'license stations"for the purpose of preventing or minimizing
interference with comm.unication bet^veen stations in v/hich such
apparatus is operated, to facilitate radio communication, and to
further the prompt receipt of distress signals, said private and
commercial stations shall be subject to the regulations of this
section," (2)
(1) An Act to regulate radio communication: Public No, 264-62d
Congress: Page 1,
(2) An Act to regulate radio communication: Public No, 264-62d
Congress: Page2,
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This Act, however, applied only to wireless telegraphy
and was intended to regulate such use of radio. At that time
radio broadcasting was entirely unused, and the radio laws were
passed primarily with maritime communication in view. From the
beginning of radio broadcasting in 1921 until 1927 the control and
regulation of this phase of radio was in the hands of the Secretary
of Commerce, although Congress had authorized no direct power to
the Department of Commerce for the performance of this function*
The case which was of great importance in bringing about a more
definite federal control of radio was "United States vs. Zenith
Radio Corporation" mentioned on page 100 of this thesis. The
Court of Appeals held that station owners could be punished for
disregarding frequency assignments made by the Secretary of Com-
merce, Following this decision, the Attorney General ruled that
the Secretary of Commerce had no authority to control the radio
industry by limiting the time of stations on the air, or by limit-
ing the amount of power used, or by designating the frequency on
which a station could operate. After this decision a mad scramble
for frequencies followed and an estimated peak of 732 stations was
reached in the early months of 1927,
To meet public demand for better radio reception the gov-
ernment of the United States was forced to act, and the Radio Act of
1927 was passed and was signed by the President February 23, 1937,
This Act had no precedent and was entirely new in the field of legis-
lation dealing with radio. Nothing similar existed in any other coun-
try; neither American Jurisprudence nor that of foreign countries
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gave any precedent or basis for the Radio Act of 1927, Congress
treated radio as a new species of commerce and claimed jurisdic-
tion under the "commerce clause" of the Constitution. The
Interstate Conmerce Act was the first law based on the "conmerce
clause", but Congress could not handle radio as it did the
railroads in a legislative way, as radio is an intangible thing
that cannot be seen or felt. The apparatus used in the trans-
mission of sound is the only thing concrete or physical about it.
The question of ownership and the use of frequencies was
a vexing problem. The Radio Act of 1927 went as far as possible
to make it impossible for anybody to acquire vested rights in the
use of any part of the radio spectrum. The opening sectioh of
the Act declares:
"That this act is intended to regulate all forms of
interstate and foreign radio transmission and communications
within the United States, its Territories and possessions; to
maintain the control of the United States over all the channels
of interstate and foreign radio transmission; and to provide for
the use of such channels, but not the ownership thereof, by
individuals, firms, or corporations, for limited periods of time,
under licenses granted by Federal authority, and no such license
shall be construed to create any right, beyond the terms, conditions,
and periods of the license. That no person, firm, company, or
corporation shall use or operate any apparatus for the trans-
mission of energy or communications or signals by radio (a) from
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one place -^n any Territory or possession of the United States
or "'n the District of Columbia to another place in the same
Territory, possession, or District; or ^b) from any State,
Territory, or possession of the United States, or from the
District of Columbia to any other State, Territory, or possesi-
sion of the United States; or (c) from any place in any State,
Territory, or possession of the United States, or in the District
of Colombia, to any place -in any fore-^gn country or to any vessel;
or (d) with-in any State when the effects of s"ch wse extend
beyond the borders of said State, or when interference is caused
by such use or operation with the transmission of such energy,
communications, or signals from within said State to any place
beyond its borders, or from pjiy place beyond its borders to any
place within said State, or with the transmission or reception
or such energy, communications, or signals from and/or to places
beyond the borders of said State; or (8) upon any vessel of the
United States; or (f) upon any aircraft or other mobile stations
within the United States, except under and in accordance with
this Act and with a license ^n that behalf granted under the
or©visions of this Act," (l)
In the above citation the significant words are
"And no such license shall be construed to create any right,
beyond the terms, conditions, sLnd periods of the license." (1)
(1) Radio Act of 1927: Public No. 632: 69th Congress: Section 1,
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In subdivision H of Section 5 is found this lemguage:
"No station license shall be granted by the Commission until the
applicant therefor shall have signed a vmiver of any claim to
the use of any particular freauency or wave length or of the
ether as against the regulatory power of the United States
because of the previous use of the same, whether by license or
otherw5.se." (l)
In subdivision A of Section 11 is a third provision
which reads as follows: "The station license shall not vest
in the licensee any right to operate ths station nor any right
in the use of the frequencies or wave length designated in the
license beyond the term thereof nor in any other manner than
authorized therein*" (l)
The abovo quotations have been termed as the American
people's "Magna Charta of the Air." (2)
Throup;h legislation ths Congress of the United States
has attempted to 'nsure the ownership and control of radio to the
people of the United States.
(1) Radio Act of 1927: Public No. 632: 69th Congress.
(2) Radio and Its Future: Radio bv the American Plan: Clarence
C. Dill: Page 251.
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The Supreme Court of the United States has sustained
the legislation passed by congress requiring the licensing of
all broadcast stations and has negatived all claims of property
rights or vested rights in radio frequencies. The constitution-
ality of the Radio Act of 1927 was attacked on the ground that
under such an indefinita standard as "public interest , conven-
ience, or necessity'* that the acts of the commission would be
arbitrary. However the courts have held that the law was
constitutional.
Public interest is of paramount importance in the
development of all phases of the radio art and private rights
or private ownership should never be allowed to separate radio
from the public interest. With no Federal control whatever
radio would have found it impossible to develop to the popular-
ity it enjoys today. The Radio Communications Commission free
from the restraint of private rights found it possible to bring
order into the radio broadcast industry.
The Federal Radio Commission was created for the
period of one year only, but later radio enactments of congress
provided its renewal and on December 18, 1929, the law was approved
by the president that the Radio Commission whould retain the pov/ers
and duties which were vested in it, "until otherwise provided by
law." (1)
(l) An Act Continuing the powers and authority of the Federal
Radio Commission under the Radio Act of 1927, as amended;
Public-No.25--71st Congress.
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Under the act approved May 23, 1928 the second paragraph
of section 9 of the Radio Act of 1927 was aramended to read as
follows
:
"It is hereby declared that the people of all the zones
established by section 2 of this Act are entitled to equality of
radio broadcasting service, both of transmission and of reception,
and in order to provide said equality the licensing authority shall
as nearly as possible ma.ke axid maintain an equal allocation of
broadcasting licenses, of bands of frequency or wave lengths, of
periods of time for operation, and of station power to each of
said 2ones and in so far as there are application therefor; and
shall make a fair and equitable allocation of licenses, wave
lengths, time for operation, and station power to each of the
States, the District of Columbia, the Territories and possessions
of the United States within each zone, according to population.
The licensing authority shall carry into effect the equality of
broadcasting sendee hereinbefore directed, whenever necessary
or proper, by granting or refusing licenses or renewals of lic-
enses, by changing periods of time for operation, and by increas-
ing or decreasing station power, when applications are made for
licenses or renewals of licenses: Provided, That if and when
there is a lack of applications from any zone for the propor-
tionate share of licenses, vave lengths, time of operation,
or station power to which such zone is entitled, the licensing
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authority may issue licenses for the balance of the proportion
not applied for from any zone, to applicants from other zones for
a temporary period of ninety days each, and shall specifically
designate that said apportionment is only for said temporary
period. Allocations shall be charged to the State, District,
Territory, or possession wherein the studio of the station is
located and not where the transmitter is located." (i)
This act was known as the Davis aioraendment and was
passed because congress believed that the distribution of
frequencies \ms not being carried on equally between the various
sections of the country. Judge Sugene Octave Sykes, Chairman
of the Federal Communications Commission, made the following
comment on the act known as the Davis Amraendment,
"The object and purpose of Congress, namely, to bring
about a fair division of radio facilities throughout the entire
country, v/as most praiseworthy but the formula laid down for
this division was too much of a mathematical formula and failed
to take into consideration a number of salient facts, such as
disparity in size of the five zones, that there was no v/ay of
stopping the carrier wave interference of stations and that,
in effect, the Amendment would really operate in favor of the
smaller zones and the smaller states with a dense population."
Under the Davis Amraendment the Radio Commission soon
found that the states with large areas and sparse population
(l) An Act Continuing for one year the powers and authority of
The Federal Radio Commission and for other purpo;:;es:
Public-No.l95-70th Congress,
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were lacking in radio service, although over their quota accord-
ing to the ammendment. It was found that the nuaber of day
stations could be increased without interference. In order to
do this a separation of the day and night quotas V7as necessary.
This was done and the day power of stations was increased and
radio reception in general was greatly improved.
The decisions of the courts clearly upheld the Davis
Ammendnient and the power of the Comnission. See the following
cases: Durham Life Insurance Company v. Federal Radio Commission,
55 F. (2d) 537; Pacific Development Radio Co. v. Federal Radio
Commission, 55F (2d) 540; W H B Broadcasting Co. v. Federal
Radio Commission, 56 F (2d) 311, and Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Association v. Federal Radio Commission, 57 F» (2d) 420.
The Communications Act of 1934 was approved June 19,
1934. It was passed to give one commission of seven members
the responsibility of the control and regulation of the telephone,
the telegraph, both vrire and wireless, and the broadcasting
industry. The purpose of the act as stated in the first paragraph
reads as follows:
"For the purpose of regulating interstate and foreign
commerce in communication by wire and radio so as to make
available, so far as possible, to all the people of the United
States a rapid, efficient. Nationwide, and world-wide wire and
radio communication service with adequate facilities at reasonable
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charges, for the purpose of the national defense, and for the
purpose of securing a raore effective execution of this policy by-
centralizing authority heretofore granted by law to several
agencies and by granting additional authority with respect to
interstate and foreign commerce in wire and radio communication,
there is hereby created a commission to be known as the "Federal
Communications Commission", which shall be constituted as herein-
after provided, and which shall execute and enforce the provisions
of this Act," (1)
The application of the act defines the coinmuni cation
services that come under the act and the limitation of power to
the United States, not including the Philippine Islands or the
Canal Zone.
Definitions are given to clarify all terms of the
act which are debntable. The definitions regarding radio are:
"Radio station" or "station" means a station equipped
to engage in radio communication or radio transmission of energy.
"Mobile station" means the radio-coiOifiunication service
carried on between mobile stations and land stations, and by
mobile stations communicating among themselves.
"Broadcasting" means the dissemination of radio
communications intended to be received by the public, directly or
by the intermediary of relay stations.
(1) Communications Act of 1934: Public-No. 4:16-73rd Congress:
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"Chain broadcasting" raeajis simultaneous broaddasting
of an identical program by t";o or more connection stations,
"Amateur station" means a radio station operated by a
duly authorized person interested in radio technique solely with
a personal aim and v/ithout pecuniary interest, (1)
The provisions relating to the commission were
for the most part adopted from various sections of the Interstate
6oraraerce Act, The functions and organization of the Commission
are specified and such matters are included as the qualifications
of commissioners, the terms of office, salaries of commissioners
and personnel, the principal office of the commission, expenditures,
quorum, powers to make necessary rules and regulations, conduct of
proceedings, annual reports and reports of investigations, and the
publication of reports and decisions. No member of the commission
may in any way be financially interested or receiving remuneration
from any communication company. The commissioners appointed are
not allowed to be engaged in any other business, vocation or
emploirment. The commission is empowered to perform any and all
acts, to make rules and regulations, and to issue orders not
inconsistent with the act in order to carry out its functions.
Under section 5 the commission is authorized to divide
its members into not more than three divisions, consisting of
three members each in order to direct the work and functions
(l) Ibid: Section 3; Subsection k to q inclusive.
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which are assigned or referred to any of the three divisions.
Each division of the Oonmi ssion has the power and authority
of the majority and has all the jurisdiction and oov/ors concern-
ing such work as conferred by law. Any order, decision, or
report made by the division shall have the same force or
effect and shall be enforced in the sane raanner as if made by
the Conmission* Any party affected by such an order may file
a petition for rehearing by the Comniission or a division of the
same. The Comnission is also authorized to assign or refer
any portion of its work, business, or functions to a board
composed of an employee or employees of the 8onimission, except
investigations instituted upon the Commission's own notion, or
without the consent of the parties thereto, to contested
proceedings involving the taking of testimony at public hearings,
or to investigations specifically required by the Act,
Title II, section 201 to 221, contains the provisions
which apply to common carriers which are subject to the Com-
munications Act. A discussion of this section does not come
within the scope of this thesis.
Title III, section 301 to 329, contains the special
provisions of the Act relating to radio. The Radio Act of 1927
formed the basis for tliis title and many of the provisions
are direct from the Radio Act of 1927. The purpose of the Act
as set forth in section 301 is: "to maintain the control of
the United States over all the channels of interstate and
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foreign radio transmission; and to provide for the use of
such channels, but not the ownership thereof, by persons
for limited periods of time, under licenses granted by-
Federal authority, and no such license shall be considered
to create any right, beyond the terras, conditions, and
periods of the license. Mo person shall use or operate
any apparatus for the transmission of energy or communi-
cations or signals by radio (a) from one place in any
Territory or possession of the United States or in the
District of Columbia to another place in the same Terri-
tory, possession, or District; or (b) from any State,Terri-
tory, or possession of the United States, or from the District
of Columbia to any other State, Territory, or possession of
the United States; or (c) from any place in any State, Terri-
tory, or possession of the United States, or in the District
of Colunbia, to any place in any foreign country or to any
vessel; or (d) vdthin any State v;hen the effects of such use
extend beyond the borders of said State, or when interference
is caused by such use or operation with the transmission of
such energy, communications, or signals from within said
State to any place beyond its borders, or from any place
beyond its borders to any place within said State, or with
the transmission or reception of such energy, communications,
or signals from and/or to places beyond the borders of said
State; or (e) upon any vessel or aircraft of the United
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States; or (f) upon any other mobile stations within the
jurisdiction of the United States, except under and in
accordance with this Act and with a license in that behalf
granted under the provisions of this Act*" (1)
A license is required in all cases for the operation
of any transmission facilities for energy, or communications, or
signals by radio with the exception of government owned stations.
Before a license is granted to an applicant, a waiver
of any claim to the use of any particular frequency or of the
other as against the regulatory power of the United States be-
cause of previous use of the sane, whether by license or other-
wise must be signed*
The general powers of the Commission are enumerated
in section 303 of the Act and these powers are based on the
'•public convenience, interest, or necessity clause",
"Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the Com-
mission from time to time, as public convenience, interest or
necessity requires, shall -
(a) Classify radio stations;
(b) Prescribe the nature of the seinrice to be
rendered by each class of licensed stations and each station
within any class;
(c) Assign bands of frequencies to the various
classes of stations, and assign frequencies for each individual
(l) Communications Act of 1934; Public No. 416:
73 rd Congress: Section 303,
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station and determine the power wliich each station shall use
and the time during which it nay operate;
(d) Determine the location of classes of stations
or individual stations;
(e) Regulate the kind of apparatus to be used vrith
respect to its external effects and the purity and sharpness
of the emissions from each station and from the apparatus
therein;
(f) IJake such regulations not inconsistent with
law as it may deem necessary to prevent interference between
stations and to carry out the provisions of this Act: Pro-
vided, however, That changes in the frequencies, authorized
power, or in the time of operation of any station, shall not
be made without the consent of the station licensee unless,
after a public hearing, the Commission shall determine that
such changes will promote public convenience or interest or
will serve public necessity, or the provisions of this Act
will be more fully complied with;
(g) Study new uses for radio, provide for experi-
mental uses of frequencies, and generally encourage the
larger and more effective uses of radio in the public
interest;
(h) Have authority to establish areas or zones
to be served by any station;
(i) Have authority to inake special regulations
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applicable to radio stations engaged in chain broadcasting;
(j) Have authority to make general rules and
regulations requiring staions to keep such records of pro-
grams, transmissions of energy, communications, or signals
as it may deem desirable;
(k) Have authority to exclude from the require-
ments of any regulations in whole or in part any radio
station upon railroad rolling stock, or to modify such
regulations in its discretion;
(l) Have authority to prescribe the qualifications
of sta±ion operators, to classify them according to the
duties to be performed, to fix the forms of such licenses,
and to issue them to such citizens of the United States
as the Commission finds qualified;
(m) Have authority to suspend the license of any
operator for a period not exceeding two years upon proof
sufficient to satisfy the Commission that the licensee
(l) has violated any provision of any Act or treaty binding
on the United States which the Commission is authorized by
this Act to administer or any regulation made by the Com-
mission under any such Act or treaty; or(2) has failed to
carry out the lawful orders of the master of the vessel
on which he is employed; or (3) has wilfully damaged or
permitted radio apparatus to be damaged; or (4) has trans-
mitted superfluous radio communications or signals or
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radio communications containing profane or obscene words or
language; or (5) has wilfully or maliciously interfered
with any other radio communications or signals;
(n) Have authority to inspect all transmitting
apparatus to ascertain whether in construction and opera-
tion it conforms tn the requirements of this Act, the rules
and regulations of the Commission, and the license under
which it is constructed or operated;
(o) Have authority to designate call letters of
all stations;
fp) Have authority to cause to be published such
call letters and such other announcements and data as in
the judgment of the Commission may be required for the
efficient operation of radio stations subject to the juris-
diction of the United States and for the proper enforcement
of this Act;
(q) Have authority to require the painting smd/or
illumination of radio towers if and when in its judgment
such towers constitute, or there is a reasonable possibility
that they constitute, a menace to air navigation, (i)
The rules and regulations instituted by the Commun-
ications Commission by aiithority of the powers enumerated above
have created a body of law concerning the technical and
(1) Ibid: Section 303.
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engineering principles and standards to be observed by radio
broadcast stations^
By Act of Congress, June 5, 1936, Section 302 of
the Communications Act \ms repealed. This abolished the five
zones into which the country had been divided. Paragraph b
of Section 307 ^vas also amended by this Act to read as follows:
"In considering^ applications for licenses and
modifications and renev/als thereof, when and insofsx as there
is demanded for the same, the Commission shall make such
distribution of licenses, frequencies, hours of operation, and
of power ajnonfr the several States and communities as to provide
a fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of radio service
to each of the same." (l)
Consequently the broadcast division of the Commission
has repealed the rules relating to the quotas for each zone
made necessary by the Davis Aiaendraent» In all applications for
new stations, for increases in the power to be used, for changes
in hours of or^eration, or changes in the frequency allocation,
the principal questions to be considered are;
1» Will interference be caused \7ith existing
stations by such grant?
2. Would it be to the benefit of the listening
public to grant the application?
(1) An Act Relating to the Allocation of Radio Facilities:
Public Noo 652: 74th Congress: Approved June 5, 1936.
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3, Will the granting of the application tend to
bring about a fair, efficient and equitable
radio service among the states and the
cominunities?
4, What would be the economic effects of licensing
the station applied fort
The Commission is required to study the proposal,
"that Congress by statute allocate fixed percentages of radio
broadcasting facilities to particula.r types or kin^s of non-
profit radio programs or to persons identified \vith particular
types or kinds of non-profit activities, and shall report to
Congress, not later than Februay 1, 1935, its recommendations
for the same," (i)
The authors of the book "Tele-communications" make
an interesting analysis of this paragraph:
"This provision grew out of the agitation that has
been carried on for years by certain educational, religious,
philanthropic, and labor groups, the complaint being that the
interests of such groups and the public at large in the alloca-
tion of broadcasting facilities have been sacrificed to those
of the commercial broadcasters. This is a highly controversial
matter. The question is not as to the merits of such groups as
applicants for facilities but as to the effect upon broadcasting
as a 7/hole if the policy of legislative allotment of facilities
(l) Communications Act of 1934: Public-Ko. 416-73rd Congress:
Section 307: Sugsection c.
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were to be adopted. Facilities thus set aside by Conprress
would be available for the groups designated regardless of
the worth or the general interest of the programs broadcast.
Furthermore, if one such group were granted facilities,
others could v/ith equal right demand equal facilities. The
result would be the allocation of a largo part of the limit-
ed number of facilities available to the various special
groups of which the population is composed and a greater
tendency toward broadcasting programs of interest to partic-
ular groups, rather than to the public at large," (l)
The law provides that a station license or the
renewal or modification of a station license may not be gran-
ted unless the Commission finds that "public interest, con-
venience or necessity" will be served by so doing. The
Commission has ruled in the cases of fraud that: "Licensees
have the positive, unqualified responsibility of serving the
public interest as a matter of law," (2)
The defense of ignorance of wrong doing in broad-
casting objectionable programs (not in the "public interest")
has not been a valid defense before the Commission, The
public must have intelligent and discerning agents for its
trustees in order to keep the air free from private exploitation,
(1) Telle«omraunications : Herring and Gross: The Communication
Act of 1934: Page 401,
(2) Hammond-Calumet Broadcasting Corp, (WAE), 2 FCC (1936).
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Section 310 limits the holding and transfer of
licenses to or by:
"(l) Any alien or the representative of any alien.
(2) Any foreign government or representative
thereof*
(3) Any corporation organized under the la^s of
any foreign governnent.
(4) Any corporation of v/hich any officer or direc-
tor is an alien or of whj.ch more than one-fifth
of the car)ital stock is owned of record or
voted by aliens or their representatives or by
a foreign government or representative thereof,
or by any corporation organized under the laws
of a foreign country.
(5) Any corporation directly or indirectly control-
led by any other corporation of v/hich any
officer or more than one-fourth of the directors
are aliens, or of which more than one-fourth of
the capital stock is ovrned of record or voted,
after June 1, 1935, by aliens, their repre-
sentatives, or by a foreign government or
representative thereof, or by any corporation
organized under the l^ws of a foreign country,
if the Commission finds that the public interest
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will be served by the refusal or the
revocation of such license." (l)
These provisions were placed in the act principally
in the interest of national defense. Communication systems
are vital in a national defense program and in a study of the
subject made by the army and navy joint board the policy was
recommended that American Communication Systems, especially
radio should be absolutely free of foreign control and influence*
The reasons for this policy of the Federal Government are readily
seen in the following statement;
"Considering from a strictly national defense point
of view the question of international ownership or dominance
of radio companies, a few of the more salient objections should
be emphasized. In the event of war between other nations,
nationally ovmed companies would be expected to scrupulously
guard against committing an unneutral act, whereas an inter-
national company would not only lack the same incentive but
might even find it advantageous to perform unneutral service.
Such stations might easily be employed in espionage work and
in the dissemination of subversive propaganda,
"It is not sufficient that the military forces have
authority to assume control of radio stations in war, A
certain amount of liaison between radio comnany executives
and department officials responsible for government communi-
cations is required in peace time. Familiarity on the part
(1) Communications Act of 1934: Public No. 416-73rd Congress:
Section 310 (a).
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of commercial executives of American radio companies with
communication operating methods, plans, and developments of
the military departments of the government is certainly to
the best interests of the nation. Some of these matters are
of a very secret nature, ITor the Navy Department to initiate
and carry out this important contact Tsrith commercial companies,
the divulging of confidential plana to directors is necessary.
This is obviously impossible with even one foreigner on the
board,
"International companies must have agreements between
their subsidiaries and the parent companies for a free exchange
of information, 7oreign personnel are transferred from one
subsidiary to another so as to obtain intimate knowledge of
the methods and equipment employed by other branches. It is
impossible for a military service to work in close coopera-
tion vdth or disclose its nev/ developments to an organization
which has foreign personnel", (l)
Section 313 provides that the anti-trust laws
shall apply to the manufacture and sale of and to trade in
radio appa.ratus and devices entering into or affecting inter-
state or foreign commerce and to interstate or foreign radio
communications.
Section 314 provides that no persoe may so oosrate
as to lessen competition in any line o- commerce or to restrain
(l) Telecommunications: Herring and Gross: The Communications
Act of 1934: Page 398,
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concnerce between any place in any State, Territory, or possession
of the United States, or in the District of Coluinbia, and any
place in any foreign country, or unlawfully to create monopoly
in any line of coimaerce.
Section 315 provides: "If any licensee shall permit
any person who is a legally qualified candidate for any public
office to use a broadcasting station, he shall afford equal
opportunities to all other such candidates for that office in
the use of such broadcasting station, and the Commission shall
make rules and regulations to carry this provision into effect:
PROVIDED, That such licensee shall have no power of censorship
over the material broadcast under the provision of this section*
No obligation is hereby imposed upon any licensee to allow the
use of its station by any such candidate." (l)
This section is the same as Section 18 in the Radio
Act of 1927.
Broadcasters object strenuously to this section
because of the decisions which have been rendered by the courts
in regscds to it. The Nebraska Supreme Court held the licensee
as well as the political speaker liable for defamatory utterance,
even though it was shovm that the broadcaster had intimate know-
ledge of v/hat was to be said and that the announcer paid no
attention to the words uttered. The Court held that Section 13
of the Radio Act merely prevented the licensee from censoring
(1) Conmunications Act of 1934: Public No. 416-73rd Congress:
Section 315.
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as to their political and partisan trend, but did not give the
licensee any privilege to join in the broadcast of a libel or
to grant immunity from the consequences for such an act. The
station in this case maintained that the proviso of section 18
of the Radio Act operated to grant an absolute privilege because
of the clause, "Such licensee shall have no power of censorship
(1)
over the material broadcast," The Court ansv/ered the contention
in the follov/ing language:
"We do not think Congress intended by this language
in the Radio Act to authorize or sanction the publication of
libel and thus to raise an issue without due process or without
payment of just compensation. Const, 5th Amend, This is parti-
cularly true where any argument for exercise of the police power
and for any public benefit to be derived would seem to be
against such an interpretation rather than to be served by it.
So far as we can discover, no court has adjudicated this phase
of the statute and order, We reject the theory. For the pur-
poses of this case we adopt an interpretation that seems in
accord v;ith the intent of Congress and of the Radio Commission,
We are of the opinion that the prohibition of the censorship of
material broadcast over the radio station of a licensee merely
prevents the licensee from censoring the words as to their
political a,nd partisan trend but does not give a licensee any
privilege to join and assist in the publication of a libel .
(1) Ibid.
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nor grant any immunity from the consequences of such action*
The federal radio act confers no privilege to broadcasting
stations to publish defamatory utterances," (l)
The lav; in restject to the question "Is the defajnation
by radio slander or libel?" is:
1, "That radio defamation is governed by the law
of libel, and
2« That the liability of the station licensee is
absolute." (2)
Other cases in tliis connection are: IJIiles v» Louis
vVasraer, Inc., 172 Washington 466, P f2d) 347 (1933); Coffey v.
Jilidland Broadcasting Co., 3 F, Supp, 889 (1934).
Section 316 enacts the following into lav;:
"No person shall broadcast by means of any radio
station for which a license is required by any law of the
United States, and no person operating any such station shall
knowingly permit the broadcasting of, any advertisment of or
information concerning any lottery, gift, enterprise, or simil-
ar scheme, offering prizes dependent in v/hole or in part upon
lot or chance, or any list of the prizes drawn or awarded by
means of any such lottery, gift enterprise, or scheme, whether
said list contains any part or all of such prizes." (3)
(1) Sorenson v. Wood, 123 Neb. 348, 243 N. ''/. 85 (1932).
(2) The George V/ashington Lav; Review: Lav; on Radio Programs:
Page 172.
(3) Communications Act of 1934; Public No. 416-73rd Congress:
Section 316.
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This section attempts to impose upon broadcasting
stations the sane restrictions on lottery advertisements as
apply to newspapers and other printed matter^ This enactment
has not done away with contests, but has merely forced the
advertiser or the radio station to change the rules of the
conteet in order to comply with the law.
Section 317 requires that all matter broadcast by
any radio station which is paid for by services, money or
other consideration shall be announced as such at the time
the same is broadcast*
Section 606 gives the President of the United
States the power if he finds it necessary for the national
defense and security, to direct that such coaraunications
as in his judgment may be essential for the national
defense and security have preference or priority over any
carrier subject to the Communications Act of 1934, During
the time of war it is declared unlawful for anyone to obstimct
or retard communication. The President may suspend or amend
the rules and regulations applicable to stations within the
United States in time of war, but just compensation must be
made to the owners*
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An indirect control is exercised over the commercial
announcements broadcast by a radio station through the Federal
Trade Commission. This Commission \rj.s createc; by an Act of
Congress, approved September 26, 1914, The law declares all
unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce to be
unlav/ful and the Commission is erapov;ered and directed to
prevent them. The Commission has no pov/er to impose penalties,
but it is authorized to issue cease and desist orders in the
cases where the evidence shows that the law is being evaded.
Twice during the year the Federal Trade Commission requires
copies of all commercial announcements, vrhich have been broad-
cast over a two v/eek period, to be submitted to them for their
perusal and exsjnination.
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SSGTION VI
CLASSIFICATION
OF
BROADCAST STATIONS
The average individual thinks of radio as being primarily
in the comnercial broadcasting field. This phase of broadcasting
is constantly before the public and for that reason is considered
the jnost important. In making a study of radio broadcasting it is
necessary to keep in mind that commercial broadcasting in only one
of twenty seven services performed by radio* Among the more impor-
tant phases the follovring services are made possible by radio.
Radio is used extensively in telephone and telegraph service to
foreign countries and in maritime service, \7hich includes radio-
telegraph and radiotelephone communication betv/een ships at sea
and the shore. The safety of the seas is maintained by radio
communication. It has become indispensable to aviation to direct
airplane pilots and has provided an efficient means to the police
of the country to combat crime. It is used in the transmission of
nev/s to newspapers by means cf what is known as the multiple address
tadiot el egraph service, the messages being automatically recorded
by means of printers. There are also a number of experimental
services maintained to provide for further resea.rch and development
in the radio art and science. In the near future a new service
connected v;ith broadcast and very much in the public eye at the
present is television^ The two most relata-V services are broad-
casting and television. Both of them vdll go hand in hand in the
future development of radio.
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Tablfe VII
,
giving the sumraary of the general status
of the radio spectrum covering 10-42,000 kilocycles as of June
1, 1936, clearly illustrates the many services that radio furnishes
today.
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TABLE VII
smamy OF
GENERAL STATUS OF RADIO SPSCTRUII:
10-42,000 kc.
As of June 1, 1936
Total No, No. of No, of
of Licensed Exclusive , . Shared
Class of Station Stations^-^) Frequencies \ 'Frequencies
Aeronautical 210 • *0 69
Aeronautical Pt-toPt 96 26 16
Aircraft 473 2 76
Airport , .
Aviation^
24 0 1
23 0 4
Broadcast (550-1500 kc.) 630 90 0
Coastal Harbor (Telegraph) 31 3 15
Coastal Harbor (Telephone) 8 0 1
Coastal Telegraph 62 120 24
Coastal Telephone 3 4 2
Experimental Broadcast 15 0 25
Facsiinile Broadcast 8 0 4
Fixed Public Press 76 45 5
General Exneriniental
(Research only) 181 12 12
Government (^) 528 81
High Frequency Broadcast (Apex) 32 0 4
International Broadcast 11 20 1
Marine Fire 2 1 0
Marine Relay 42 2 144
Mobile Press 5 11 0
Motion Picture 4 0 5
Kunicipal Police 1125 9 14
Obstruction I.'arker Beacon 4 0 4
Pt-toPt Telegraph 325 257 40
Relay Broadcast
(Fornerly broadcast pickup) 186 8 12
Ship (Harbor) 36 7 0
Ship (Telegraph) 1974 42 25
Ship (Telephone) 4 1 1
Special Broadcast (1500-1600 kc.) 4 2 3
Special Emergency 83 1 5
Special Experimental
(Research only) 139 0 213
State Police 79 9 11
Television 18 0 0
6111 1249 843
Amateur 46598 23l(5)
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(1) The stations operating under the exceptions of Rule 320
are included in these classifications,
(2) Includes frequency range from 10 to 42000 kc. only.
(3) Aeronautical, aeronautical pt-to-pt, and aircraft operating
on fr quencies above 30000 kc. only.
f4) Total number of Governiaent stations available by sub-bands
only. Frequency date is for band 10-28000 kc. only
(5) Channeling system (Rule 228) does not apply to frequencies
above 28000 kc.
Broadcasting: Vol. II - No. I, July 1, 1936; page 108
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Every radio transmitting station is licensed to operate
on a carrier wave of a definite frequency within the range assigned
by the Federal Communications Commission. The carrier' wave assigned
to a station depends upon the service which the transmitting station
intends to render to the public. Commercial broadcasting stations,
licensed by the Federal Communications commission and operating
between the frequencies of 550-1500 kc, numbered 630 as of June 1,
1936. The general classifications \7hich are applied to commercial
broadcasting stations are: (1) stations operating on frequencies
on which a single station is licensed to operate at night (this is
known as a clear channel station); and (2) stations operating on
frequencies on v;hich more than one station is permitted to operate
at night (this is known as a duplicate channel station). The two
general classifications may be further subdivided as follows:
(1) stations operating on a clear channel; (2) regional broadcast
stations; (3) regional limited time broadcast stations; and (3)
local broadcast stations.
The Federal Communications Commission has set up definite
rules governing the quota and allocation of broadcast stations,
according to the above classification. The rules as set forth
by the Federal Communications Commission are as follows:
"Within the broadcast band a separation of 10 kilocycles
will be maintained between the carrier frequencies assigned for
use by broadcast stations. The carrier frequencies assigned will
be in multiples of 10 between 550 and 1,500 kilocycles."
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lir. Harold A. I.afount in his testimony before the
Federal CoMiuni cation Comoission at the allocation hearing
stated: "On January 1, 1936, vie had 374 full time radio broad-
casting stations. To them was assigned 2,1^8,^50 watts power
at nisrht* Of that a^ou'^t, 2,000,000 watts were allocated full
time stations on cleared channels. It should be remembered too
that all full time, cleared channel stations are owned, operated
or affiliated with one of the three national chains, either The
National Broadcasting Company, the Columbia Broadcasting System,
or the Mutual Broadcasting System, As I have said, the total
night power allocated to the 374 full time stations in this country
is 2,188,650 watts. Of this amount 2,130,300 watts, or over 97
per cent is used by the 165 full time stations affiliated with one
of the three national chains. This includes cleared channel and
regional stations," (l)
The function of a regional station is to serve the people
living within a large trading area in which the station is located.
The clear channel station overlaps the regional station as it has
been granted more power than the regional station,
"The following frequencies are designated as high pov/er
regional frequencies and allocated for use by high pov:er regional
stations, each frequency for use in not less than tv7o zones and by
stations permitted to operate simultaneously with a pov/er not less
than five kilowatts:
1,460, lf-70, 1,480 and 1,490 kilocycles,
(l) National Association of Broadcasters Reports: Volume 4,
p. 1644,
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"The following frequencies are designated as clear
channels and are allocated for use by clear-channel stations
located in the several zones as indicated:
First zone: 660, 710, 760, 860, 990, 1060,
1,100, and 1,150 kilocycles
Second zone: 700, 750, 820, 980, 1,020, 1,070,
1,110, and 1,170 kilocycles
Third zone: 650, 740, 800, 850, 1,040, 1,080,
1,140, and :^,190 kilocycles
Fourth zone: 670, 720, 770, 810, 870, 1,000,
1,090, and 1,160 kilocycles
Fifth zone: 640, 680, 790, 830, 970, 1,050,
1,130, and 1,180 kilocycles.
The authorized power of a dominant clear-channel station
shall be not less than five kilowatts nor more than fifty kilov/atts."
According to the Broadcast Committee of the Institute of
Radio Engineers "The field of the clear-channel is to afford service
to those vast intervening areas in which the density of population
is so low that a broadcast service could not othen.7ise be supported
and in addition, to a single large center," (2) From this state-
ment the function of a clear-channel station may be seen to be a
dual one. Intense local coverage and wxtensive rural coverage
are the functions of the clear-channel station,
ISTt J. F, Bynre, speaking on behalf of Station W GAR
before the Federal Communications Commission, stated that fifty
kilowatt stations have approximately 95 per cent of their rural
audience located within 800 miles of the transmitter, (3)
(l) Federal Communications Commission - Rules and Regulations
paragraphs 115 and 116, (2) National Association of
Broadcasters Reports: Volume 4: p, 1733, (3) National
Association of Broadcasters Rerjorts: Volume 4: »), 1734,
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"The follo^Ting frequencies are designated as regional
frequencies and are allocated for use by regional stations, which
are permitted to operate simultaneously unless otherwise restricted:
550, 560, 570, 580, 590, 600, 610, 620, 630,
780, 880, 890, 900, 920, 940, 950, 1,010, 1,120,
1,220, 1,230, 1,240, 1,250, 1,260, 1,270, 1,280,
1,290, 1,300, 1,320, 1,330, 1,340, 1,350, 1,360,
1,380, 1,390, 1,400, 1,410, 1,430, 1,440, and
1,450 kilocycles.
"The operating power of such a station shall not be less
than 250 watts, nor during nighttime greater than 1,000 watts, nor
during daytime grester than 5,000 watts." (l)
"Unlimited-time regional stations serve all of our
important cities and their contiguous areas of influence. Forty
eight and nine tenths per cent of all regional stations and fifty
three and nine tenths per cent of those which operate unlimited
time are located in cities of 100,000 and over. ViTithin 20 to 50
miles of these 93 large centers live almost half of our entire
population. Fifty one and one tenth per cent of all regional
stations and forty six and one tenth per cent of all those operating
unlimter time are located in cities having populations of less
than 100,000. Thus it is seen that regional stations are widely
distributed throughout the country and it cannot be disputed that
the majority of the regional stations being located in cities of
less than 100,000 population must and in actuality do serve the
preponderance of the rural listeners of the country." (2)
(1) Federal Communications Commission - Rules and Regulations
paragraphs 119 and 120.
(2) l!r, Paul D, P. Spearman: National Association of Broadcasters
Reports: Volume 4: p. 1651
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Local radio broadcast stations fulfill two needs,
namely; thi^t of rendering basic localized service in the
smaller communities, and that of rendering specialized service
to portions of the population of large metropolitan areas. In
the middle sized or smaller communities it is very important
for the broadcasting of local news and entertainment, discussions
on civic matters, and it also renders important economic service.
Due to the lov? power granted them in their licenses, local
stations are usually located in the centers of the communities
they serve,
"The follov.lng frequencies are designated as local
frequencies and allocated for use by local stations, which are
to operate simultaneously, unless otherwise restricted, with a
power of 100 watts during night time and not to exceed ^50 watts
during day time:
1,200, 1,210, 1,310, 1.370, and
1,500 kilocycles," (l)
I.Ir, Edward A, Allen, President of the National Indepen-
dent Broadcasters, made the following remarks before the commis-
sion regarding local stations:
"The nature of local station service can be appreciated
particularly well when examination is made of the locations of
stations in this class. There are approximately 280 local stations
(l) Federal Communications Commission - Rules and Regulations
Paragraph 119 and 120,
I
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on local channels, in the United States, These comprise nearly
two-fifths of all stations of the country* More than sixty
percent of thera are located in toxvns of 50,000 or less in popula-
tion. More than two-thirds of all local stations are situated in
communities of less than 100,000 population. In addition to
this group of local stations, there is a second group comprising
approximately forty in number and accounting for about sixteen
percent of the total local stations which are found in the
raetropolita.n areas of communities of more than 500,000 in
population," (l)
The conclusion that Iir« Sutton arrives at in his
testimony before the Federal Communications Commission in
regards to the local and regional station is worth considering,
"The difference between the average lov/ powered and
regional stations and the average localstation is merely one
of classification vdthout consideration of social or economic
functions. The regional station of this type merely renders
local service to a community and a dependent a.rea of larger
size. Other than that, it is identical with a local station.
Indeed the entire classification of regional and local stations
is absurd when viewed from a social or economic angle," (2)
Quoting again from the testimony given by I.Ir, Harold
A, Lafount before the Federal Communications Commission, the
(1) National Association of Broadcasters Reports: Volume 41;
Number 61; Page 1714; Testimony of Ilr, Edward A, Allen,
(2) National Association of Broadcasters Reports: Volume 4;
Number 61; Page 1710; Testimony of llr, George 0, Sutton,
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fact of the great difference betvreen the pov/er licensed to
regional stations and to loco.l stations is apparent,
"As I have said the total night pov-'er allocated to 374
full time stations in this country is 2,188,650 v/atts. Of this
amount 2,130,300 watts, or over 97 per cent is used by the 165
full time stations affiliated with one of the three national
chains. This includes cleared channel and regional stations.
It v/ill be seen that v;e have 58,350 watts po^'^er remaining for use
of the 209 independent full tome stations,"
In another paragraph I.ir, Lafount discusses the power
allocated to part time stations,
"On January 1, 1936, we had approximately 624 stations
licensed to operate in the regular broadcast bank, 374 full time
and 250 part time stations. The total day power allocated to
the part time stations was 460,700 watts, and the night power,
328,900 watts. This figure, hov/ever, is very misleading. It
should be understood that where two stations share time on the
same frequency the power of each is included in the figure
given although obviously only one station is on the air at a
time. For example W P G, 5000 watts, and W L W L, 5000 watts,
sharing time have been considered 10,000 v/atts. Of the total
power allocated these part time stations, 279,450 watts day
power and 265,800 night power are used by stations affiliated
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with the national chains, leaving 181,250 watts day power and
only 63,100 watts night power for use by 232 part time, inde-
pendent stations. Certainly I need not tell you of the many
problems confronting these small independent broadcasters, (l)
The trend in the number of licensed broadcasting
stations in operation in the United States from 1922 up to and
including 1936 is indicated in Table VIII,
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TABLE VIII
m.5BSR OF BROADCASTING STATIONS
IN THE U1>IITSD STATES
1922 to 1936 §
YSAR NUI:IDSR OF STATIONS
1922 382
1923 573
1924 535
1925 571
1926 528
1927 681
1928 677
1929 606
1930 618
1931 612
1932 608
1933 610
1934 591
1935 605
1936 685
§The nuEiber of stations from 1922 to 1926 are fron the annual
reports of Commercial and Government Ra.dio Stations of the United
States, published by the Radio Division of the Department of
Commerce. The data for the years 1927 to 1931 T7as obtained from
Table I of the Report of the Chief Engineer, Sixth Annual Report
of the Federal Radio Commission, 1932, page 25, The figures for
1932 to 1936 inclusive are from a letter written to the v/ritter
under date of February 10, 1937 by the Federal Communications
Commission and signed by John B, Reynolds, Acting Secretary.
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From the above table the marked decline in the
nizmber of broadcast transmitting stations from 1927 to 1929
is obvious. Since that time the number of broadcast stations
in operation has remained comparatively stable, except for the
year 1936 when the number in operation increased to 685. The
greatest number of stations existing in the country at one time
is greater probably than is shown by the table, since a pro-
nounced rise in broadcast station ov-nership ocurred betv;een
June 30, 1926, and June 30, 1927, when an estimated peak of
732 stations was reached during the early months of 1927«
"This rise was brought about by the breakdown of
government radio regulations in April, 1926, when the United
States Court for the Northern District of Illinois decided
(United States vs« Zenith Radio Corporation^ that the Depart-
ment of Commerce had no express power to establish broadca.st
regulations, the general tenor of which decision was further
affirmed by the attorney general. There followed a wild scram-
ble for broadcast stations", (l)
After Congress passed the Radio Act of 1926 and the
commission was formed the number of stations decreased. The
problems oT the Ra.dio Commission in the early days was to bring
order out of the chaos which existed when 732 stations were in
(l)The Federal Radio Commission: L. F, Schmeckebier (Brookings
Institute), pp. 12-13, 23),
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operation in the early months of 1927« A continual weeding out
of stations whose operation was not in the "public interest,
convenience and necessity" took place. Another reason for the
decrease in the number of stations in operations was the increas-
ing costs of operation as radio became stabilized and assumed a
definitely commercial aspect. Increased station power, the rising
costs of operation, including talent, program service, news
service, management, and other like expenses forced many stations
to give up their licenses. The rules and regulations of the
Radio Commission in regard to improved equipment, the increased
copyright fees charged by music publishers, and many other related
factors forced many stations to give up their licenses.
During the year 1936 more than a ten per cent increase
in the number of stations in operation took place. The number of
stations in operation increased from 605 in 1935 to the total
of 685 in 1936, This is the largest number of stations to be in
operation according to the table, but of course as previously
stated in 1927 some 732 stations v^ere in operation. The factors
responsible for the increase in the nuraber of broadcast stations
in oper -tion in 1936 were prim::.rily economic. The nation as a
whole was recovering from the severe depression and as a young
and growing industry, the radio industry presented a very logic-
al investment if licenses could be obtained from the Communications
Commission, Through new inventions and development in the
engineering phase, it was possible for the Commission to grant
licenses to the appljj^cants.
4
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The question of allocation vras the reason for the hear-
ing which the Federal Cominunication Commission called October 6,
1936, The Conrdssion hoped to obtain complete information from
the industry regarding the viev/s of the various interests in
regards to the allocation of broadcast stations, in relation to
the engineering, the social and the economic phases of broadcast-
ing. The Sommission believed this information M7ould provide a
basis on v/hich the rules and regulations and the standards existing
under the system of allocation established in 1928 could be revised
in such a manner that greater service could be rendered to the
public. No basic changes have taken place since the allocation
of 1928 although many important development is radio engineering
have taken place since that time. The social and economic phases
of broadcasting are at present much different than those under
which the present allocation of frequencies \ms decided upon.
Qualified men representing the interest of all the divergent phases
of the industry presented their knov/ledge and opinions on the
follovidng general subjects:
"1. Classification of broadcast stations
2» Allocation of frequencies to different
classes of stations
3« Standards to be applied in determining
coverage and the presence or absence of
objectionable interference.
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4, Geographic distribution of broadcast
facilities
5« Standards and methods of raeasurement
s
V7ith respect to essentia.1 engineering
phases of operation of broadcast
stations
5, Apparatus performsmce requirements to
be imposed on broadcast stations
7. Effect of any proposals regarding the
forgoing subjects." (l)
To go into a discussion of the testimonies presented
by the representatives of the various phases of the radio indus-
try at this hearing is beyond the scope of this thesis. Several
quotations which have been cited vrere obtained from the testimon-
ies given a.t this hearing. The extent of the material presented
is better understood v.'hen ^re consider that 1,741 pages r/ere
presented for consideration. Besides this nurjerous exhibits vrere
introduced to support the claims of the representativeso In sever-
al instances slides v;ere projected on a screen to illustrate the
facts which v;ere presented. Uany interesting and worthwhile facts
were presented and the engineering department vms assigned the task
analjrzing and submitting a report on the material given.
(l) National Association of Broadcasters Reporto: Volume 4; No, 60;
Page 1599.
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The general conclusions arrived at by the engineering
department after studying the material presented at the hearing
vd.ll be considered briefly. This information was obtained from
the Preliminary Engineering Report to the Broadcast Division
concerning the October 5, 1936 Hearing: Docket 4-063; Report number
19557.
The engineering department was of the opinion that the
existing system of allocation of frequencies vdthin the broadcast
band of 550-1600 kilocycles, which x-a.s inaugrated in 1928, was
sound, particularly so in relation to ihe fundamental 10 kilocycle
separation between channels and the use of both clear and shared
channels to render service to the nations. The recommendations
tend toward modification of the number of frequencies made avail-
able to each class of station. The policy was advanced that changes
should be brought about by the experimentation and the voluntary
adion of the applicants rather than by forced, costly or radical
changes. The applicants desiring to take advantage of any changes
due to nev; rules or regulations should be granted hearings depend-
ing upon the facts of the individual cases. The new rules should
also be flexible enough to permit practical application of sound
engineering practices in accordance with economic and social needs.
To provide broadcast facilities to educa-tional institutions and to
those groups desiring to conduct educational programs, the ultra
high frequencies could be utilized. Six classes of broadcast
stations in the band 550- to 1600 were recomended:
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"Class A - A station class having vdde area coverage on
a clear channel
Glass 3 - A station class having wide area coverage and
using simultaneouslj'- a frequency which is also
assigned to other stations designed or so located
as to protect the secondary coverage of the Class
B station is one located on the coast using 50
kilowatts power on a frequency to obtain secondary
coverage, while at the sane time there is operat-
ing on the same frequency a 1 kilov/att or 5 kilo-
watt Class D or "3 station in another next of the
country in such a raanner as not to cause objection-
able interference to the Class 3 station.
Class C - A station class utilizing eith great distance
separation or else protective devices to avoid
objectionable mutual interference with stations of
the sane class, enabling less coverage than the
long distance service to be rendered by Glass A
or B stations, but greater coverage than Class
D stations, :Vn examale of Class C stations '.vould
be certain existing high power stations separated
by great distances such as coast to coast 3.nd
operating simultaneously on the same frequency,
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or certain existing high pov/er clear channel
stations, both of "/hich use the s?jne frequency
but with directional antennas or other means to
avoid objectionable mutual interference.
Another Example is the existing 10 kilowatt
high power regional station separated geograph-
ically b3'' a great distance sufficient to avoid
objectionable mutual interference.
Class D - A station class similar to the existing regional
stations.
Class S - A station class which, from an engineering stand-
point, will render less coverage than the existing
regional sta.tions, but greater coverage than the
existing local stations.
Class F - A station class simil-r to the existing local
stations," (l)
Definitions for the above classes of recommended stations
have not been written, but the engineering department and the law
department of the Commission will submit jointly in the near future
specific definitions of the six classes of stations,
A comparison of the present allocation of stations is
shown to the contemplated six classes of stations by Table IX,
The -purpose, night power, and the aprjroximats interference limits
for both day and night coverage are included in this table.
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TABLS TX
NIGHT APPROXIIL^TS
:ia33 COLIPARISON PURPOSE ?0"IZR (l) IMT3RFSRENCS LIMITS
NIGPIT DAY
A Similar to clear To include Not less than
channel stations remote rural 50 kw.
coverage
B Similar to clear
2) channel stations
except other
stations use
channel so as to
protect secondary
coverage dominant
station
C Similar to high
power regional
stations
Similar to
regional stations
E Similar to
existing regional
stations separat-
ed by relatively
short distances
F Similar to local
stations
To include 10 to 50 lav,
rural coverage
Large metro- 5 to 50 kv;,
politan district
coverage, as xrell
as limited rural
coverage
,5 mv.
.5 nv.
2.5 mv.
Metropolitan
district
coverage
1 to 5 kv/, 2,5.-]BV,
City coverage .5 to 1 kvr 4 mv,
City of town 0.1 to 0.25
coverage
4 mv.
• 1 mv.
• 1 mv.
.5 mv.
i5-lHY.
2 mv.
2 mv.
) The po^^er for each station of a class is to be determined
individually upon showing of need and proper consideration
of channel conditions •.dth respect to interference.
) The class of stations which vdll use the same channel as
Class 3 stations and protect the latter 's secondary coverage,
are in general Class D or Class E stations, located at sufficient
distance from Class 3 stations to enable proper service to be
rendered in accordance with the standards of good engineering
practice. It may be possible in some instances to permit Class
C stations to use Class B station channels.
) Federal Communications Commission: Preliminary Engineering Renort
Docket 4063; Page 19557; Page 5.
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The number of channels to be allocated on the br.sis of the grouping
of stations into classes as shown by Table IX are indicated by
Table X, These channels are to be assigned between 550 and 1500
kilocycles,
TABLE X
CLASS LTUllBSR OF CHAIIII3LS {%)
A Not less than 25
B Approximately 5
C "14
D " 30
E " 10
F 6
(§) The foregoing numbers exclude the frequencies
now assigned exclusively to Canada.
"With reference to the bank 1510-1600 kilocycles, we suggest
that the Commission has three courses of action open to it,
depending upon which policy the Commission desires to follow;
1, To assign all 10 channels in the bank 1510 to 1600
kiloc3''cles to Class F stations. In our opinion,
while this provides the masimum number of stations,
it does not in all cases provide a facility which
v/ill enable service to be rendered to all of an
area requiring service,
2, To assign all 10 channels to Glass D stations. This
would permit only a few of the cities "vhich do not
(l) Feders.l Communic^-.tions Commission; Preliminary Engineering
Report; Docket 4063; Report' 19557; Page 5,
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now have a station to secure facilities. It would,
hov^ever, in the relatively few individual cases afford
a facility capable of performing an adequate service
to a large community,
3, To distribute the 10 channels to Class D, 2 and F
stations. This would enable a large number of cities
to be served and at the sane time permit a degree of
flexibility in utilizing facilities in a manner which
may be required in individual cases, A division such
as 3 channels to Class F might be suitable, or else
3 chann§li to Class D might be suitable and 7 channels
to Class E, in vrhich the po'-'.'er range may be more suit-
s.ble for individual areas, \vould be an effective
engineering solution to the problem, (l)
The assignment of the band 1510-1600 kilocycles is of
importance as the ultimate decision of the Commission as to v/hich
class of station this band "will be assigned to vd.ll definitely
affect the number of the smaller cities having broa.dcast station
facilities.
One of the important conclusions arrived at by the
Engineering Department vie.s that all classes of stations, except
Class A could operate simultaneously on sha.red channels at night.
This will me-^.n tha.t very fe-.v part time stations ^11 exist if
these recoramend^tions go into effect. In the case of Class A
(l) Federal Communications Commission: Preliminary Engineering
Report: Docket 4063; Re-^oii: 19557; Page 6,
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of 50 kilovmtts pov/er separated by great distances, simultaneous
operation is possible provided that directional anteneas are
used. Universal duplication of all clear ch^.nnel stations
located on the coasts is not advocated, but it is possible. At
least 25 clear channels should be maintained permanently. The
Engineering Department makes this sta.tement on the much disputed
question as to v/hether powers in excess of 50 kilov/atto are
technically sound.
"Wiile v;e believe that pov^ers in excess of 50 kitowatts
on clear channels are technically sound and are in accord with
scientific progress, v;e recognize thr\t social and economic factors
involved in the use of 500 kilowatts may outv/eigh in importance
engineering considerations, and request instructions from the
Division as to its desires with respect to regulations on the
question of super-power. We feel that, in the matter of super-
power, the Commission should give full consideration to our
report summarizing the economic testimony in the October 5 hearing
prior to making a decision." (l)
Increased signal intensity and general power increases
were recommended, but the exception is made that the regulations
be sufficiently flexible to permit the Commission to judge each
individual case UT)on its merits.
(l) Federal Communications Commission: Preliminary Engineering
Report: Docket 4063; Report 19557; Page 8
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A conception of the financial reqxurements of broadcast
stations can be obtained fron Table XII showing ths estimated capital
required for a 100 watt, 1 kilowatt, 5 kilowatt, 50 kilowatt, and
500 kilowatt station.
TABLE XII (1)
CAPIT.;L investment of broadcast STATIONS
CAPITAL INVESTMENT POWER OF BROADCAST STATIONS
100 W 1 KS? 5 Kff 50 KW 500 KW
Plant
TransBdtter
Speech Input Equipment
Installation
$4,000
200
$12,500
2,000
1,000
$29,000
2,500
3,500
$120,000
3,500
10,000
$375,000
5,000
25,000
Radiating System
Antenna System
Ground System
2,000 4,000
1,500
6,000
2,000
15,000
3,000
40,000
5,000
Station Building
Structure, etc.
Furniture, etc. 100
7,500
400
15,000
1,000
40,000
3,000
75,000
6,000
Service
Power Lines, etc
Water System
Telephone Lines
Dependent
Dependent
2,000 20,000 30,000
Upon Local Donditicns
Upon Local Conditions
Engineering Surveys, etc. 100 500 1,000 3,000 6,000
Miscellaneous 200 600 1,000 6,000 15,000
Studios, Offices, etc. Dependent Upon Specifications Adopted
Studio Speech Equipment 2,000 4,000 6,000 12,000 12,000
Outside Pick-up Equiixnent 1,600 1,600 3,200 3,200
Total (Sxcl. Real Estate) $8,600 $35,600 $70,600 $23^700 $597,200
(1) Electronics: Volume 10: Number 1: Page 24.
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The maintenance cost for the operation of a broadcast
station may be deterniined from Table XI , The costs given in
this table are estimates and may vary decidedly in some cases
depending upon what conditions exists.
TABLE XI (1)
MAIIITENMCS COSTS OF BROADCAST STATIONS
ANMUAL MINTENANCE POWER OF BROADCAST STATIONS
1 Art w 1 M 5 KH 50 IG7 >j\j\j pill
5% Interest on Capital $325 ?1,500 $3,000 $10,000 $27,600
Depreciation
Transmitter (At 20^) 1,320 6,000 12,000 40,800 110,400
ijUJ. j.ai Qga V -* " •5/"/ Depends upon Investment
Furnishings (At 10%) 10 40 100 300 600
Rental Depends upon Conditions
Salaries
iJiXecuxi jr©s 4,ODO 9,000 9,000 20,000 ol,000
Office and Clerical 940 2,340 3,080 5,200 7,500
Technicians 1,230 5,250 11,000 31,200 49,500
Artists 1,250 5,400 10,600 25,100 60,500
Announcers 2,110 4,500 5,050 7,000 13,500
Salesmen and Others 2,180 5,500 6,300 10,600 11,200
Power 400 1,500 4,000 19,000 100,000
Maintenance of Plant
Electrical 300 1,000 2,000 5,000 8,000
Structural 100 200 300 500 1,000
Tube Replacements 600 2,000 4,000 10,000 60,000
Wire Lines 3,600 7,500 15,000
Miscellaneous 350 1.000
Total $13,415 $44,230 $70,430 $188,070 $496,800
(1) Electronics: Volume 10; Number 1; Page 24.
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S3CTI0H VII
MANAGEMENT OF A BROADCAST STATION
The management phase of radio broadcast stations
involves factors much different than those encountered in any
other business or industry. Up to the present there has been,
90 far as the author can detennine, no study or discussion
written of the management phase of the commercial radio broad-
cast industry. The books and articles v/hich have been written
concerning radio deal mainly with the technical, legal, commer-
cial, and educational aspects of the subject. In attempting to
assemble material for a study of the management factors, forty
inquiries were sent to various broadcast stations throughout
the country requesting general information as to certain manage-
ment practices and policies. Of the forty inquiries sent, ten
were answered and of these ten only three letters offered any
material of value.
The probable reason for the lack of material on the
management phase is that each radio broadcast station is con-
fronted vdth problems and difficulties peculiar to itself.
For this reason the physical organisation and management
policies of every station varies and for the purposes of this
study they will only be considered in a general manner.
The factors responsible for the differences in
management policies and organization are:
1. The power of the broadcast stations.
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2, The location of the broadcast station,
3« The ownership and affiliation of the broadcast
station,
4, The hours of operation.
The large commercial broadcast station has a large
staff to carry on the work of broadcasting. The organization
is divided into departments and a number of employees are
found in each department. The v/ork is standardized as much
as possible and allocated to the departments according to the
particular work to be performed. One problem which confronts
the management of a broadcast station is the allocation and
standardization of duties. The work which must be performed
is so closely related and must be coordinated to such a great
extent that it is difficult to allocate and standardize the
T7ork, As far as standardization is concerned, this is only
possible in office routine and in the scheduling of programs.
This difficulty of allocation of duties is especially
true in a small station as the business only warrants the
employment of a limited number of individuals, but the sane
functions which are carried on by a large station must be
performed by the small station. To accomplish this the manage-
ment of a small station assigns several duties to one individual.
Instead of having a separate sales and production department,
the two departments are combined and one man takes charge. The
nev;s department does not hawe a separate entity, but is included as
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part of the production department. The statistical, account-
ing, and survey work are assigned to the accounting department.
Every community presents its ovoi individual problems
which the management of a broadcast station must take into
consideration in operating the station. Certain functions are
common to all broadcast stations and department a.re set up by
the manac^ement to perform these functions. The departments
of an average broadcasting station will be enumerated and the
the functions of each department will be considered. In the
case of the smaller stations the functions of the departments
are consolidated into two or three departments, as explained
in the preceedins paragratjh. The departments of an average
broadcast station are:
1. The technical department.
2. The production department.
3. The sales department
4. The news department
5. The accountinf^ department
6. The public relations department
7. The traffic department (only with
net work stations)
8. The statistical department.
The primary functions of the technical department are
to maintain and operate the transmission equipment and to
handle the mechanical details which confront both large and
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sraall broadcast stations. The engineering departnent of a
large station is organized with a chief engineer at the head
of the department. Under his direction are consulting and
research enginers, transmitter control operators, studio con-
trol operators and remote control operators. The chief engi-
neer discusses all technical problems which arise vdth the
consulting engineers and the research engineers. Inasmuch as
radio is still rapidly expanding and developing, intensive
research is being carried on by the larger stations to improve
radio broadcasting facilities.
At all times at the transmitter there is one or more
licensed operator. The operator in charge is known as the chief
operator and under his supervision are a number of operators
licensed by the government, A very carefuly check is regularly
maintained at the transmitter as to the frequency on which the
station is operating and as to the amount of power being consum-
ed. The operators at the transmitter must be thoroughly familiar
with all details of the equipment and be prepared at a moments
notice to change burned out tubes or make other changes which may
be necessary. It may be interesting to mention that the Federal
Communications Commission maintains throughout the country check-
ing stations to monitor the programs and signals of the broad-
castine: stations to determine whether they are on the correct
frequency that is allocated to them by the commission aAd whether
the station is operating in excess of the power licensed it by
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the Comaie^ion, The monitorinp' stations may be called the
"policemen of the air waves,"
At the studio an operator is in charge who is kno^-vn
as the chief studio operator. The operators at the studio,
who are under the chief studio operator, do not have to be
licensed operators, although many of them are. One operator
must be in the control room at all times during a broadcast.
His duties are to switch proer^jus, that is, to transfer the
pick-up of broadcasts from one studio to another by sv/itching
the microphone in one studio off and the microphone in the
other studio on. Another duty of the studio operator is to
monitor and control the sound level. The ideal control
operator is the one that is acquainted with music and kno^rs
the value of energy that is expended by musical instruments,
bands, orchestra, voices and any other sounds which may be
broadcast, Kno'Ting this, the operator is in a position to
control the level of the sound broadcast so that a well
modulated program is broadcast.
The function of the remote control division of the
engineering department is to operat e all remote control and
monitoring equipment used in the broadcast of programs which
do not originate in the studio, 3y the use of remote control
equipment it is possible to broadcast events from any point
which can be connected to the studio or transmitter by tele-
phone lines. To understand this more clearly it might be
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well to explain that telephone lines are contracted for either
by the hour, the week or the month from the point of pick-up
to the studio control room or the transmitter for the purpose
of conveying the program in the form of electrical energy from
the point of pick-up to the transmitting station. Examples of
remote control programs are the broadcast of fires, floods,
football games, baseball games, boat races, horse races, parades
and many other similar events too numerous to mention. By the
use of remote control equipment it is possible to broadcast many
programs that otherwise could not be put on the air because of
being some distance from the studio. Another feature has enter-
ed into remote control broadcasting in the last few years and
that is the use of relay short wave broadcast stations, instead
of telephone lines* These short v;ave sta-tions operate on a very
low power and are used vdthin an area of five to ten miles of the
main broadcast station. By the use of the relay stations, many
broadcast stations avoid the expensive telephone line charges
in their remote control broadcasts.
The production department in most cases, whether in a
small or large rade station, is the focal point around which
other departments at some time or other converge. The production
department deals at some time xTith the technical department, the
sales department, the accounting department, the traffic depart-
ment and the statistical department. This department is usually
headed by a man known as the production manager. The organization
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under the supervision of the production manager consists of
script writers, production nen, music directors, sound effect
men and sundry other men and women whose duties, although
much to the mystery of the layman, still have to do ^jrith
radio program production* In a great many cases the announc-
ing staff is connected with the production department although
in some radio stations a separate department is maintained
under the direction of the chief announcer.
The production department has numerous functions
and all are of importance to the success of the broadcast
station. The primary functions are:
1, Planning the weekly program
2, Scheduling of daily programs to
be broadcast
3, Handling the continuity for sustaining
ajid commercial programs
4» Developing programs which may be sold
to clients
5* Presenting prospective clients with
auditions of shows proposed for their
use*
. 6« Auditioning talent for commercial and
sustaining programs*
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The v/eekly programs are planned at least two weeks
in advance on a master sheet. This sheet breaks the hours of
operation up into fifteen minute periods and the programs
which arc to be given are listed in their respective periods.
A great deal of thought must be given to planning the program
as the radio audience vdll not listen or tune in on a broad-
cast station unless there is showmanship in the programs
produced. The time is passed when the radio is turned on
merely to hear something. Demands are constsintly being made
for better programs and it is the job of the production depart-
ment to plan and arrange these programs. A great many factors
enter into the planning of a program such as the time of day,
the audience that you wish to appeal to, the talent available
for programs, ajid the time available for programs.
Daily programs are planned a day ahead and are
distributed to all departments. All commercial announcements,
commercial programs, and sustaining periods are listed on the
daily programs. Constant checking and much detailed work is
necessary to eliminate any possible error such as leaving out
commercial programs or similar mistakes.
The continuity for commercial programs is also
handled by the production department. In the event that an
agency is handling the commercial account, the continuity is
prepared by the advertising agency and the production depart-
ment merely scans it for any objectionable staitements.
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Accounts, which are sold direct, present the material which
they vdsh to broadcast to the script vnriters and they prepare
the continuity from this material.
The sales department is the cloeest to the production
department for it is the duty of the salesman and the sales-
woman in selling radio time to present prospective clients vdth
ideas for programs* A complete presentation is usually submitted
to a client and the production department generally supplies the
ideas for the program. The developing of programs which may be
sold to clients calls for special consideration, and the depart-
ment must have any number of programs available to audition before
a sponsor. These programs may range from the squeaks of a musical
mouse to the strains of a seventy-five piece symphonic band, and
must be of such a nature that they will appeal to the individuals
composing the market which the advertiser hopes to reach. The
time element must be taken into consideration to be sure that
the program is scheduled or may be scheduled at a time when the
greatest percent of the people composing the market is tuned in.
For instance a children* s prograii vTould be of little value at ten
o'clock in the morning on a school day as the children trould be
in school. This example is obvious, but it illustrates the point.
The rates charged by radio stations for the use of their
broadcasting facilities for a definite period of time vary accord-
ing to each individual station. The rates are based on the number
of words in an announcement or by hours or fractions thereof.
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Ho uniform method is used by the management of a radio station
to determine v;hat the rates of the station should be.
There are many factors, which of necessity must be
taken into consideration in planning the rate schedule for a
radio station* Among the most im^'ortant factors are: the
potential audience or the coverage of the station; the power
of the station; the competition between stations in the same
vicinity; the period of the day; the services rendered; and the
netv/ork affiliation of the station. A comparison of the rates
charged for night time by the four major networks is given in
the following table.
One Hour
Half Hour
National
Broadcasting
Company
(21 stations) red
(21 stations) blue
Red Blue
$8,000 $7,200
4,800 4,320
Quarter Hour 3,200 2,880
Columbia
Broadcasting
Company
(24 stations)
$8,475
5,085
3,390
Mutual
Broadcasting
Company
(9 stations)
$3,712«88
2,363.10
1,606.15
The rate cards on pages 124, 1?5, and 126 give the
detailed rates charged by each station composing the netTrorks and
of several independent stations.
After a program has been planned and presented to a
client who reacts favorably to it, the production department is
called upon to furnish an audition, presenting the program
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as it v/ould be heard over the air. Before this audition can be
held, rehersals must be called and the details of the program
worked out.
From the smallest to the largest program heard on
radio receiving sets today, from the announcement of the
identification of the radio station to the presentation of a
three hour program, the production department is the backbone,
or planning force behind the v/ords and music which bombine to
make a complete program.
The production department also haa the responsibility
of auditioning talent for talent which may be sold or used during
sustaining periods, and is constantly searching for material and
new ideas to incorporate into the daily programs. Radio talent
comes mainly in contact with the production department as all
placements on radio programs, whether commercial or sustaining,
are made through this department.
The sales department is under the supervision of a
sales manager and has as its principal function the actual sale
of the broadcast facilities of a radio station. Announcements,
sold according to the number of words, and time, sold in five,
ten, fifteen, thirty and sixty minute periods, are the units
which are sold. For instance one advertiser using radio as a
media may wish to sponsor a five minute newscast, another may
wish his name established with a thirty minute popular musical
show, still another may be interested in sponsoring a sports
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES AND REPRESENTATIVES
Mew York, 485 Madison Ave. « Chicago, 410 N. Michigan Ave.
Philadelphia, 1622 Chestnut St.«Washington,D.C.,817 Earle BIdg.
Hollywood, 5939 Sunset Boulevard • Detroit, 902 Fisher Building
ondotT, 14 Langhom PI.,W.l • Cable Address, Columbia, N. Y.
J
• commissions
A commission of 15% is allowed to recog-
nized agencies on net station time charges
and on any line charges.
• no cnsH DiscounT
Charges for facilities ore payable immedi-
ately after each broadcast.
• fiRSSincRTions
Rotes listed herein apply to all classes of ac-
ceptable accounts and advertising.
The Columbia Broadcasting System makes
available a complete supplementary service
for advertising agencies and radio adver-
tisers, through the follov/ing:
COLUMBIA ARTISTS BUREAU, INC.
COLUMBIA CONCERTS CORPORATION
COMMERCIAL PROGRAM DEPARTMENT
CONTINUITY DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
MERCHANDISING & RESEARCH DEPTS.
PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT
SALES SERVICE DEPARTMENT
STATION RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
fllPHnBETiCni LISTinC OF THE COLUmBIR nETIUORK— 91 STRTIOnS IH 90 CITIES
1
Stations are listed here by call-letters. A listing by cities.
ond ths rotQS fnr ^nrh ^tfition are inside the card.
CALL TIME NIGHT DAY KILO-
LETTERS ZONE CITY POWER POWER CYLS.
CFRB Et TORONTO 10,000 10,000 690
CKAC Et MONTREAL 5,000 5,000 730
KFAB C OMAHA-LINCOLN 10,000 10,000 770
KFBB M GREAT FALLS 1,000 2,500 1280
KFH C WICHITA 1,000 5,000 1300
KFPY P SPOKANE 1,000 5,000 890
KGKO C WICHITA FALLS 250 1,000 570
KGMB *• HONOLULU 1,000 1,000 1320
KGVO M MISSOULA 1,000 1,000 1260
KLRA C LIHLE ROCK 1,000 2,500 1390
KLZ M DENVER 1,000 5,000 560
KMBC C KANSAS CITY 1,000 5,000 950
KMOX c ST. LOUIS 50,000 50,000 1090
KNOW c AUSTIN 100 100 1500
KNX P LOS ANGELES 50,000 50,000 1050
KOH P RENO 500 500 1380
KOIN P PORTLAND 1,000 5,000 940
KOL P SEATTLE 1,000 5,000 1270
KOMA c OKLAHOMA CITY 5,000 5,000 1480
KRLD c DALLAS 10,000 10,000 1040
KRNT c DES MOINES 1,000 5,000 1320
KSCJ c SIOUX CITY 1,000 5,000 1330
KSFO p SAN FRANCISCO 1,000 1,000 560
KSL M SALT LAKE CITY 50,000 50,000 1130
KTRH c HOUSTON 1,000 5,000 1290
ICTSA c SAN ANTONIO 1,000 5,000 550
KTUL c TULSA 500 1,000 1400
KVI p TACOMA 1,000 5,000 570
KVOR M COLORADO SPRINGS 1,000 1,000 1270
KWKH C SHREVEPORT 10,000 10,000 1100
CALL TIME NIGHT DAY KILO-
POWER
P f NEW YORK 50 000 50 000 860
WACO c WACO 100 100 1420
WADC AKRON 1,000 5,000 1320
WALA Q MOBILE 500 1,000 1380
WBBM Ct CHICAGO 50,000 50,000 770
WBIG E GREENSBORO 500 1,000 1440
WBNS E COLUMBUS 500 1,000 1430
WBRC Q BIRMINGHAMU 1 I\IVI 1 1 N IrAIVI 1,000 1,000 930
WBT E CHARLOTTE^ 1 L.x^ Ilk 50 000 50 000www 1080
WCAO E BALTIMORE 500 1,000 600
WCAU F + PHILADELPHIA 50,000 50,000 1170
r MINNEAPOLIS-St PIV 1 INI N L/aI wl< 1 * 50 000 50 000ww^www 810
WCOA c PENSACOLA 500 500 1340
WDAE E TAMPA 1,000 5,000 1220
WDRI E ROANOKE 1,000 5,000 930
WDRO E ORLANDO 1,000 1,000 580
WDNf* E DURHAMI^^IVI 100 100 1500
WOOD r CHATTANOOGAV^l 1 1 AaI ^ V./\^\^/» 1,000 5,000 1280
wDurV V L/IWtf p tT HARTFORD 1,000 5,000 1330
WFPI F t 1,000 1,000 590
WPRIVVlDL Cc ^YPAn KF 1,000 5,000 1360
\A/PRMWrom f- IMniAMAPni K 1 000 5,000 1230
VVoK t T 1 nnn 5 000 550
Wool ^T ATI AKITAr\ 1 LAIN 1 f\ 1,000 5,000 890
r LOUISVILLE 50,000 50,000 820
vv nt\- E ROCHESTER 500 1,000 1430
vvmw E DAYTON 1,000 5,000 1260
WHK E CLEVELAND 1,000 2,500 1390
WHP E HARRISBURG 500 1,000 1430
WIBW C TOPEKA 1,000 5,000 580
WIBX Et UTICA 100 250 1200
WISN C MILWAUKEE 250 1,000 1120
CALL TIME NIGHT DAY KILO.
LETTERS ZONE CITY POWER POWER CYLS.
WJAS Et PITTSBURGH 1,000 5,000 1290
WJR E DETROIT 50,000 50,000 750
WJSV E WASHINGTON 10,000 10,000 1460
WKBN E YOUNGSTOWN 500 500 570
WKBW Et BUFFALO 5,000 5,000 1480
WKRC E CINCINNATI 1,000 5,000 550
WLAC C NASHVILLE 5,000 5,000 1470
WLBZ Et BANGOR 500 1,000 620
WMAS Et SPRINGFIELD 100 250 1420
WMBD C PEORIA 500 1,000 1440
WMBR E JACKSONVILLE 100 250 1370
WMMN E FAIRMONT 500 1,000 890
WNAX C YANKTON 1,000 5,000 570
WNBF E BINGHAMTON 100 250 1500
WNOX C KNOXVILLE 1,000 5,000 1010
woe C DAVENPORT 100 250 1370
WOKO Et ALBANY 500 1,000 1430
WORC Et WORCESTER 500 500 1280
WPG Et ATLANTIC CITY 5,000 5,000 1100
WPRO Et PROVIDENCE 500 1,000 630
WQAM E MIAMI 1,000 1,000 560
WREC C MEMPHIS 1,000 5,000 600
WRVA* E RICHMOND 5,000 5,000 1110
WSBT Ct SOUTH BEND 500 500 1360
WSFA Ct MONTGOMERY 500 1,000 1410
WSJS E WINSTON-SALEM 100 100 1310
WTOC E SAVANNAH 1,000 1,000 1260
WWL C NEW ORLEANS 10,000 10,000 850
WWVA E WHEELING 5,000 5,000 1160
tObserves daylight saving •*2'/2 hrs. earlier than P.S.T.
•Station WRVA will become available not later than June
29, 1937. Until this station is available, station WMBG will
continue as the Richmond outlet.
uiEEHLV Discounrs
(applicable only to rates on this card)
The following weekly discounts, computed on gross
weekly billing for time, will be allowed to each ad-
vertiser using network broadcasts for thirteen or
more consecutive weeks:
Less than 5 station-hours per week .... Net
5 or more but less than 10 station-hrs. per wk. 2%%
10 or more but less than 15 station-hrs. per wk. 5%
15 or more but less than 25 station-hrs. per wk. 7]/^%
25 or more but less than 45 station-hrs. per wk. 10%
45 or more but less than 70 station-hrs. per wk. 12%%
70 or more station-hours per week .... 15%
Station-hours will be calculated as follows:
1 hr. (day or night) on 1 station 1 .0 station-hour
Vi hr. (day or night) on 1 station .6 station-hour
'/4 hr. (day or night) on 1 station .4 station-hour
(Thus, in computing station-hour discounts, V2 hour
and Va hour periods are given a weight equivalent,
respectively, to their proportioned cost—60% and
40% of the full-hour rate.)
Two or more network contracts for the same adver-
tiser may be combined in computing station-hour
discounts.
nnnuni Discounr
(applicable only to rates on this card)
At the end of 52 consecutive weeks of net-
work broadcasting, there will be due and
payable to the advertiser an additional dis-
count on network time computed as fol-
lows: 52 times 10% of the largest amount of
weekly gross billing that has run consecu-
tively for 52 weeks.
If an advertiser broadcasts weekly for a
period longer than 52 weeks, but shorter
than 104 weeks, he will be paid the maxi-
mum discount, under the foregoing terms,
for any consecutive 52 weeks during the
period of his broadcasting.
STHTIOn RHTES
This rate card is published for the convenient refer-
ence of advertisers and is not to be considered as
on offer of facilities. ..All data herein are subject to
change without notice. When program originates
at points other than the studios of the Columbia
Broadcasting System in New York, Chicago and
Washington, a special charge is made.
• BRSIC nETIUORH
Including the following 21 cities:
Minimum 24 CITIES
TIME FULL HALF QUARTER
ZONE HOUR HOUR HOUR
ALBANY Et $175 88 105 53 70 35
BALTIMORE E 275 138 165 83 110 55
BOSTON Et 425 213 255 128 170 85
BUFFALO Et 300 150 180 90 120 60
CHICAGO ct 725 363 435 218 290 145
CINCINNATI E 300 150 180 90 120 60
CLEVELAND E 300 150 180 90 120 60
DES MOINES C 200 100 120 60 80 40
DETROIT E 625 313 375 186 250 125
HARTFORD Et 175 88 105 53 70
INDIANAPOLIS C 200 100 120 60 80 40
KANSAS CITY C 300 150 180 90 120 60
LOUISVILLE C 400 200 240 120 160 80
NEW YORK Et 1250 625 750 375 500 250
OMAHA-LINCOLN C 200 100 120 60 80 40
PHILADELPHIA Et 550 275 330 165 220 110
PITTSBURGH Et 350 175 210 105 140 70
PROVIDENCE Et 200 100 120 60 80 40
ST. LOUIS C 500 250 300 150 200 100
SYRACUSE E 200 100 120 60 80 40
WASHINGTON E 300 150 180 90 120 60
Plus at least 3 of the following 5 Optional Basic cities:
AKRON E 175 88 105 53 70 35
COLUMBUS E 175 88 105 53 70 35
DAYTON E 175 88 105 53 70 35
ROCHESTER E 175 88 105 53 70 35
WORCESTER Et 175 88 105 53 70 35
TOTAL 24 Cities only $8475 4242 5085 2545 3390 1695
Only 3 Optional Basic cities are included in above total.
• BRSIC SUPPlERIEnTRRV CROUP
14 CITIES
These stations ovailable individually with Basic Network.
ATLANTIC CITY Et $125 63 75 38 50 25
BANGOR Et 125 63 75 38 50 25
BINGHAMTON E 125 63 75 38 50 25
FAIRMONT E 125 63 75 38 50 25
HARRISBURG E 125 63 75 38 50 25
MILWAUKEE C 175 88 105 53 70 35
PEORIA C 125 63 75 38 50 25
SOUTH BEND Ct 125 63 75 38 50 25
SPRINGFIELD Et 150 75 90 45 60 30
TOPEKA C 175 88 105 53 70 35
UTICA Et 125 63 75 38 50 25
WHEELING E 175 88 105 53 70 35
WICHITA C 150 75 90 45 60 30
YOUNGSTOWN E 150 75 90 45 60 30
GROUf TOTAL $1975 993 1185 598 790 395
• SOUTHERSTERR GROUP 7 CITIES
These stations available ndividually with Basic Network.
CHARLOTTE E $300 150 180 90 120 60
DURHAM E 125 63 75 38 50 25
GREENSBORO E 125 63 75 38 50 25
RICHMOND* E 200 100 120 60 80 40
ROANOKE E 125 63 75 38 50 25
SAVANNAH E 150 75 90 45 60 30
WINSTON-SALEM E 125 63 75 38 50 25
GROUP TOTAL $1150 577 690 347 460 230
JThis rate is for stotlon WRVA which will become available not
later than June 29, 1937. Until this station is available, the
base rote for station WMBG will continue at $125.
• SOUTHCERTRRl GROUP iqcities
These stations available individually with Basic Network.
TIME FULL HALF QUARTER
ZONE HOUR HOUR HOUR
ATI A KIT A
1 LAIN 1A $200 100 120 60 80 40
D 1 Kml INOnAM r- 150 75 90 45 60 30
r'H A TTAM A (- 125 63 75 38 50 25
NlNOAV 1 LLC r'\^ 125 63 75 38 50 25
MEMPHIS c 200 100 120 60 80 40
MOBILE c 125 63 75 38 50 25
MONTGOMERY c 125 63 75 38 50 25
NASHVILLE c 225 113 135 68 90 45
NEW ORLEANS c 275 138 165 83 110 55
PENSACOLA c 125 63 75 38 50 25
GROUP TOTAL $1675 841 1005 506 670 335
• SOUTHUIESTERH GROUP 10 cities
These Stations ore available with the Basic Network in a group
of not less than 5 of the following cities.
AUSTIN C $125 63 75 38 50 25
DALLAS C 300 150 180 90 120 60
HOUSTON C 225 113 135 68 90 45
LIHLE ROCK c 150 75 90 45 60 30
OKLAHOMA CITY c 225 113 135 68 90 45
SAN ANTONIO c 175 88 105 53 70 35
SHREVEPORT c 175 88 105 53 70 35
TULSA c 125 63 75 38 50 25
WACO c 125 63 75 38 50 25
WICHITA FALLS c 125 63 75 38 50 25
GROUP TOTAL $1750 879 1050 529 700 350
• FIORIOR GROUP 4 cities
These stations available as a group with Basic Network.
JACKSONVILLE E $125 63 75 38 50 25
MIAMI E 125 63 75 38 50 25
ORLANDO E 125 63 75 38 50 25
TAMPA E 125 63 75 38 50 25
GROUP TOTAL $500 252 300 152 200 100
CRHRDIRR GROUP 2 CITIES
MONTREAL Et $200 100 120 60 80 40
TORONTO Et 300 150 180 90 120 60
GROUP TOTAL $500 250 300 150 200 100
• RORTRUIESTERR GROUP 4 cities
These stotions available individually with Basic Network.
DAVENPORT C $125 63 75 38 50 25
MINNEAPOLIS-St.P.C 475 238 285 143 190 95
SIOUX CITY C 125 63 75 38 50 25
YANKTON C 150 75 90 45 60 30
GROUP TOTAL $875 439 525 264 350 175
mOURTRIH GROUP 6 CITIES
These stations available individually with Basic Network.
COLORADO SPGS M $125 63 75 38 50 25
DENVER M 200 100 120 60 80 40
SALT LAKE CITY M 300 150 180 90 120 60
These stations ova lable individually only w hen Pacific Coast
Group is used
GREAT FALLS M $125 63 75 38 50 25
MISSOULA M 125 63 75 38 50 25
RENO P 125 63 75 38 50 25
GROUP TOTAL $1000 502 600 302 400 200
• HHUIRIIRR STRTIOH 1 CITY
HONOLULU • • $220 195 140 125 100 90
• PnCIFIC COnST group sgties
Thes© Stations are ovoilable on ly as c group.
TIME FULL HALF QUARTER
ZONE HOUR HOUR HOUR
LOS ANGELES P $500 250 300 150 200 100
PORTLAND P 225 113 135 68 90 45
SAN FRANCISCO P 325 163 195 98 130 65
SEATTLE-TACOMA P 225 113 135 68 90 45
SPOKANE P 175 88 105 53 70 35
GROUP TOTAL $1450 727 870 437 580 290
When the Pacific Coast and the Basic Network are joined
Denver and Salt Lake City must be used.
nOTE.. • Night Rates (6 P.M. to 11 P.M.) ore in Bold Face,
Day Rates (8 A.M. to 6 P.M. and 11 P.M. to mrdnight) ore in
Light Face. Transition Rates (two-thirds of the night rates) ap-
ply to all stations broadcasting on current New York time from
6 P.M. to 6;30 P.M. Sunday Afternoon Rates (12 Noon to
6 P.M.) are two-thirds of night rates. After Midnight Rates
(midnight to 8 A.M.) are one-third of night rotes. Day and
Night Rates and Sunday Afternoon Rotes are figured on the
basis of current local time in each city. Network operotions
prior to 8 A.M. (current New York time) may be scheduled
by special arrangement. All rates apply to network broad-
casts only. Rates for periods in excess of one hour are in ex-
act proportion to one-hour rates.
FULL HOUR HALF HOUR QUARTER HOUR
TOTAL OF ALL CITIES LISTED (90) $19,920 10,073 11,960 6,061 7,980 4,030
See back cover for costs of typical networks now being used by Columbia Network advertisers
sTHiion Dmn
BRSIC nETUIORK STHTIOnS
TIME CALL NIGHT DAY KILO-
CITY ZONE LETTERS POWER POWER CYCLES
AKRON E WADC 1,000 5,000 1320
ALBANY Et WOKO 500 1,000 1430
BALTIMORE E WCAO 500 1,000 600
BOSTON Et WEEI 1,000 5,000 590
BUFFALO Et WGR 1,000 5,000 550
WKBW 5,000 5,000 1480
CHICAGO Ct WBBM 50,000 50,000 770
CINCINNATI E WKRC 1,000 5,000 550
CLEVELAND E WHK 1,000 2,500 1390
COLUMBUS E WBNS 500 1,000 1430
DAYTON E WHIO 1,000 5,000 1260
DES MOINES C KRNT 1,000 5,000 1320
DETROIT E WJR 50,000 50,000 750
HARTFORD Et WDRC 1,000 5,000 1330
INDIANAPOLIS C WFBM 1,000 5,000 1230
KANSAS CITY C KMBC 1,000 5,000 950
LOUISVILLE c WHAS 50,000 50,000 820
NEW YORK Et WABC 50,000 50,000 860
OMAHA-LINCOLN c KFAB 10,000 10,000 770
PHILADELPHIA Et WCAU 50,000 50,000 1170
PITTSBURGH Et WJAS 1,000 5,000 1290
PROVIDENCE Et WPRO 500 1,000 630
ROCHESTER E WHEC 500 1,000 1430
ST. LOUIS C KMOX 50,000 50,000 1090
SYRACUSE E WFBL 1,000 5,000 1360
WASHINGTON E WJSV 10,000 10,000 1460
WORCESTER Et WORC 500 500 1280
SUPPlEmEIITIIRV STHTIOnS
ATLANTA Ct WGST 1,000 5,000 890
ATLANTIC CITY Et WPG 5,000 5,000 1100
AUSTIN C KNOW 100 100 1500
BANGOR Et WLBZ 500 1,000 620
BINGHAMTON E WNBF 100 250 1500
BIRMINGHAM C WBRC 1,000 1,000 930
CHARLOHE E WBT 50,000 50,000 1080
CHAHANOOGA C WDOD 1,000 5,000 1280
COLORADO SRINGS M KVOR 1,000 1,000 1270
DALLAS C KRLD 10,000 10,000 1040
DAVENPORT C woe 100 250 1370
DENVER M KLZ 1,000 5,000 560
DURHAM E WDNC 100 100 1500
FAIRMONT E WMMN 500 1,000 890
GREAT FALLS M KFBB 1,000 2,500 1280
GREENSBORO E WBIG 500 1,000 1440
HARRISBURG E WHP 500 1,000 1430
HOUSTON C KTRH 1,000 5,000 1290
JACKSONVILLE E WMBR 100 250 1370
TIME CALL NIGHT DAY KILO-
CITY ZONE LETTERS POWER POWER CYCLES
KNOXVILLE c WNOX 1,000 5,000 1010
LITTLE ROCK C KLRA 1,000 2,500 1390
MEMPHIS C WREC 1,000 5,000 600
MIAMI E WQAM 1,000 1,000 560
MILWAUKEE C WISN 250 1,000 1120
MINNEAPOLIS-St. P. c WCCO 50,000 50,000 810
MISSOULA M KGVO 1,000 1,000 1260
MOBILE c WALA 500 1,000 1380
MONTGOMERY Ct WSFA 500 1,000 1410
MONTREAL Et CKAC 5,000 5,000 730
NASHVILLE C WLAC 5,000 5,000 1470
NEW ORLEANS c WWL 10,000 10,000 850
OKLAHOMA CITY c KOMA 5,000 5,000 1480
ORLANDO E WDBO 1,000 1,000 580
PENSACOLA C WCOA 500 500 1340
PEORIA C WMBD 500 1,000 1440
RENO P KOH 500 500 1380
RICHMOND* E WRVA 5,000 5,000 1110
ROANOKE E WDBJ 1,000 5,000 930
SALT LAKE CITY M KSL 50,000 50,000 1130
SAN ANTONIO C KTSA 1,000 5,000 550
SAVANNAH E WTOC 1,000 1,000 1260
SHREVEPORT C KWKH 10,000 10,000 1100
SIOUX CITY C KSCJ 1,000 5,000 1330
SOUTH BEND Ct WSBT 500 500 1360
SPRINGFIELD Et WMAS 100 OCA
TAMPA E WDAE 1,000 5,000 1220
TOPEKA C WIBW 1,000 5,000 580
TORONTO Et CFRB 10,000 10,000 690
TULSA C KTUL 500 1,000 1400
UTICA Et WIBX 100 250 1200
WACO C WACO 100 100 1420
WHEELING E WWVA 5,000 5,000 1160
WICHITA C KFH 1,000 5,000 1300
WICHITA FALLS C KGKO 250 1,000 570
WINSTON-SALEM E WSJS 100 100 1310
YANKTON C WNAX 1,000 5,000 570
YOUNGSTOWN E WKBN 500 50O 570
PHCIFIC COnST GROUP
LOS ANGELES P KNX 50,000 50,000 1050
PORTLAND P KOIN 1,000 5,000 940
SAN FRANCISCO P KSFO 1,000 1,000 560
SEAHLE P KOL 1,000 5,000 1270
SPOKANE P KFPY 1,000 5,000 890
TACOMA P KVI 1,000 5,000 570
Hnuinimn STHTIOn
HONOLULU • • KGMB 1,000 1,000 1320
tObserves daylight saving ••21/2 hrs. earlier than P.S.T.
•Station WRVA will become available not later than June 29,
1937. Until this station is available, station WMBG will con-
tinue as the Richmond outlet.
some Tvpicni cbs hook-ups
We list below, for the convenience of advertising
executives, the time-costs of typical CBS hook-ups,
with station-hour discounts deducted, (but before
the deduction of the annual 10% discount).
45-city CBS Hook-up,
OS used by a food advertiser:
COST PER BROADCAST NIGHT DAY
Hour. $10,850.00 $5,434.62
Half-hour 6,696.00 3,356.10
Quarter-hour 4,588.00 2,294.00
59-city CBS Hook-up,
as used by a toilet goods manufacturer:
Hour $13,781.25
Half-hour 8,505.00
Quorfer-hour 5,827.50
$6,902.87
4,263.30
2,91375
74-city CBS Hook-up,
as used by a drug advertiser:
Hour . . . .
Half-hour . .
Quarter-hour
$14,875.00
9,450.00
6,300.00
$7,456JO
4,743.00
3,150.00
90-city CBS Hook-up,
as used by several leading advertisers:
Hour . . . .
Half-hour . .
Quarter-hour
$16,932.00
10,465.00
7,182.00
$8,562.05
5,303.37
3,627.00
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2. CLASSIFICATIONS
Rates quoted apply to all classes of acceptable
accounts and advertising. No periods are sold in
bulk for re-sale, all programs are subject to the
approval of Individual Mutual network stations.
3. SERVICE FACILITIES
The Mutual Broadcasting System offers individ-
ualized assistance through the Program Depart-
ments of the stations and Publicity Departments
of both the stations and the Mutual organization.
Advertisers and advertising agents who desire
to use different commercial messages in par-
ticular sections or localities are offered this
opportunity by the Mutual Broadcasting System.
Origination of programs in New York, Cincinnati,
Chicago, Detroit, Boston, Hollywood, Los
Angeles, and San Francisco without wire charge.
Nominal line cost for commercial programs
originating from other stations listed on this card.
4. COMMISSIONS...CASH DISCOUNTS-
Net billing subject to agency commission of 15%
to recognized agencies. Bills due and payable
when rendered. Cash payment in advance re-
quired for all political broadcasts. 2% cash dis-
count may be deducted from WLW time charge
if payment is made to Mutual Chicago office
by the 10th of the month following broadcast.
5. ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
New York, 1440 Broadway • Chicago, Tribune Tower
Cincinnati, Union Central Life Bldg. • Detroit, Union Guardian Bldg.
Los Angeles, Don Lee Bldg. • Boston, 21 Brookline Avenue
England, Surrey • Cable Address: MUBSI, New York
MUTUAL planning for
coverage of the most productive
territories in America is illustrated
in the map immediately below.
Mutual covers 47% of the nation's
area, yet when states are drawn
(as here) in proportion to business
transacted, Mutual is a selling
force in the territories responsible
for 88% of the nation's sales.
• Radio ownership, as well
as sales, parallels Mutual's
coverage. The average radio
ownership in the cities in'
which Mutual has stations
is 93.5%. The average
radio ownership for the
entire country is 73.7%.
COVERAGE
• The Mutual Broadcasting System
is essentially a series of flexible
hook-ups offering complete cover-
age of the outstanding purchasing
areas of the United States. Mutual
stations are so located as materially
to reduce over-lapping coverage.
Detailed maps and statistics for the
coverage areas of all stations avail-
able with the Mutual Broadcasting
System may be had from the
Mutual Sales Promotion and Re-
search Departments. Additional
markets of particular interest to in-
dividual advertisers will be added
for specific programs upon request.
SPECIAL WIRE LINES CONNECT MUTUAL
STATIONS MAKING MUTUAL PROGRAMS AVAIL-
ABLE SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE IMPORTANT
PURCHASING TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED STATES
ShuilimiH indieuta time zones. « Mutual facilities have been made flexible
for special program origination points and
to meet unusual coverage problems. Lines
west of Chicago en route to west coast in
operation after Dec. 29, 1936. Hollywood
origination without charge. Additional sta-
tions at card rates by special arrangement.
MUTUAL NETWURK RATES BY STATIONS
BASIC NETWORK STATIONS'
CHICAGO WGN
NEWARK WOR
CINCINNATI WLW
DETROIT-WINDSOR CKLW
BOSTON WAAB'
+CALIFORNIA
DON LEE NETWORK'
N. D.
SSSS.OO $332.50
901.88
1110.00
304.00
200.00
500.00
555.00
152.00
100.00
13 WEEK9
HALF HOUR
N. D.
$370.50 $204.75
555.00 300.00
760.00 380.00
190.00 95.00
120.00 60.00
QUARTER HOUR
N. D.
$253.50 $136.50
370.00 200.00
518.70 259.35
118.75 59.35
80.00 40.00
612.00 332.50 387.60 204.75 265.20 136.50
$585.00 $332.50
901.88 500.00
1110.00
288.00
190.00
555.00
144.00
95.00
26 WEEKS
HALF HOUR
N. D.
$370.50 $204.75
555.00 300.00
760.00 380.00
180.00 90.00
1U.00 57.00
QUARTER HOUR
N. D.
$253.50 $136.50
370.00 200.00
518.70 259.35
112.50 56.25
76.00 38.00
612.00 332.50 387.60 204.75 265.20 136.50
$585.00 $332.50
809.37 450.00
999.00
272.00
166.50
499.50
136.00
83.25
52 WEEKS
HALF HOUR
N. D.
$370.50 $204.75
499.50 270.00
684.00 . 342.00
170.00 85.00
99.90 49.95
QUARTER HOUR
N. D.
$253.50 $136.50
333.00 180.00
466.83 233.42
106.25 53.10
66.60 33.30
550.80 299.25 348.84 184.28 238.68 122.85
Total Boslc Group $3712.88 $1972.00 $2383.10 $1244.50 $1606.15 $831.70 $3686.88 $1959.00 $2367.10 $1236.50 $1595.90 $826.60 $3382.67 $1800.50 $2172.74 $1135.98 $1464.86 $759.17
STATIONS AVAILABLE INDIVIDUALLY WITH BASICS
13 WEEKS 26 WEEKS 52 WEEKS
HOUR HALF HOUK QUARTER HOUR HOUR HALF HOUR QUARTER HOUR HOUR HALF HOUR QUARTER HOUR
N. D N. D. N. D. N. D. N. D. N. D. N. D. N. D. N. D.
BALTIMORE WBAL $256.50 $128.25 $171.00 $85.50 $114.00 $57.00 $243.00 $121.50 $162.00 $81.00 $108.00 $54.00 $229.50 $114.75 $153.00 $76.50 $102.00 $51.00
. CLEVELAND WGAR 266.00 133.00 159.60 79.80 106.40 53.20 252.00 126.00 151.20 75.60 100.80 50.40 238.00 119.00 142.80 71.40 95.20 47.60
tDENVER KFEL 85.50 85.50 49.88 49.88 28.50 28.50 81.00 81.00 47.25 47.25 27.00 27.00 .„ .76.50 . 76,50 44.63 . .-44.53 25.50 ,.25.50
tlOWA NETWORK 313.50 156.75 188.10 94.05 125.40 62.70 297.00 148.50 178.20 89.10 118.80 59.40
"
' 280.50 140:25' 168.30 84.15 112.20 55.10
OES MOINES KSO IS2.00 76.00 91.20 45.60 M.ao 30.40 144.00 72.00 se.40 43.20 57.60 28.80 136.00 68 00 81.60 40,80 54.40 27.20
CEOAH RAPIDS WMT 2ia.so 109.J5 131.10 65 SS 7.40 43.70 207.00 103.50 124.20 62.10 82.80 41.40 I95.S0 97.75 1 17.30 58.65 78.20 39.10
+KANSAS CITY 228.00 114.00 136.00 68.40 91.00 38.00 216.00 108.00 130.00 64.80 86.00 36.00 204.00 102.00 122.00 61.20 82.00 34.00
NASHVILLE WSM 332.50 190.00 209.00 114.00 123.50 68.40 315.00 180.00 198.00 108.00 117.00 '64.80 306.25 175.00 192.50 105.00 113.75 63.00
tOMAHA KOIL
.
.190-00 95.00 114.00 57.00 61.75 30.40 180.00 90.00 108.00 54.00 58.50 28.80 170.00 85.00 102.00 51.0Q 55.25 27.20
PHILADELPHIA WFIL 333.00 166.00 190.00 95.00 114.00 57.00 315.00 158.00 180.00 90.00 108.00 54.00 298.00 149.00 170.00 85.00 102.00 51.00
PITTSBURGH WCAE 451.25 190.00 285.00 118.75 180.50 76.00 427.50 180.00 270.00 112.50 171.00 72.00 403.75 170.00 255.00 106.25 161.50 68.00
RICHMOND WRVA 213.75 109.25 128.25 65.55 85.50 43.70 202.50 103.50 121.50 62.10 81.00 41.40 191.25 97.75 114.75 58.65 76.50 39.10
ST. LOUIS KWK 332.50 152.00 190.00 85.50 104.50 57.00 315.00 144.00 180.00 81.00 99.00 54.00 280.00 128.00 160.00 72.00 88.00 48.00
WASHINGTON WOL 120.00 75.00 75.00 50.00 45.00 25.00 114.00 71.25 71.25 47.50 42.75 23.75 108.00 67.50 87.50 45.00 40.50 22.50
Total This Group $3122.50 $1594.75 $1895.83 $963.43 $1180.05 $596.90 $2958.00 $1511.75 $1797.40 $912.85 S1117.85 $565.55 $2785.75 $1424.75 $1692.48 $860.78. $1054.40 $533.00
Total All Cities Listed $6835.38 $3566.75 $4278.93 $2207.93 $2786.20 $1428.60 $6644.88 $3470.75 $4164.50 $2149.35 $27I3.75$1392.15 $6168.42 $3225.25 S3865.22 $1996.75 $2519.26$1292.I7
MUTUAL BASIC RATES BY PERIOOS
TOTAL NET COST 13 WEEKS TOTAL NET COST 26 WEEKS TOTAL NET COST 52 WEEKS
Night Day Night Day Night Day
1 quarter-hour per week $20,879.95 $10,812.10 $41,493.40 $21,491.60 $76,172.72 $39,476.84
,
2 quarter-hours per week 39,869.70 20,963.80 79.310,40 41,711.80 145.431.52 76,600.68
3 quarter-hours per week 56,752.28 29,850.34 : 112,088.86 58,976.32 203,817.12 107,342.04
4 quarter-hours per week 74.S2O.55 39,220.74 147,153,50 77.475.84 267,619,04 141,035.44
5 quarter-hours per week 91,684.97 148,041.11 181,010.18 94,875.04 329.006.60 172,619.20
I hall-hour per week 30,980.30 16,178.50 61.544.60 32.149.00 112,982.48 59,070.70
1 hour per week 48.267.31 25,636.00 95.858.62 50.934.00 175,898.84 93.626.00
'A minimum hook-up ol WGN. WOR. WLW, is required on all conlracls. A
nominal wire charge is required on any hook-up which eliminates any one
of these stations, unless station is unavailable.
*The entire Colonial Network, covering the eleven leading markets of New
England, is available in conjunction with the Mutual Network. These markets
are available individually
'The California Don Lee Network, sold only as a group, consists of KHJ. Los
Angeles; KFRC. San Francisco: KGB, San Diego; and KDB, Santa Barbara.
'Rates quoted under this heading are based upon combinations of rales of all
basic stations of the Mutual Network. J
tThese stations become available effective December 29th, 1936. I
Data listed subject to change without notice This rate card is foB the con-
venient reference of advertisers and does not constitute an offer on the part
of the Mutual Broadcosling System.
NOTE: Evening rates are shown in Bold Face. Day rates are in Light Face. All rates are based on
local time in each city used on the network. Evening Rates shown on this card apply to all stations
from 7 P.M. to 10:30 P.M. (and most stations from 6 to 11 P.M.) weekdays and Sundays, except in
the case of the Iowa Network which uses the day rate after 10 PM. Day Rates shown on this card
apply to all stations from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M. (and a majority of the stditions from 9 A. M. to 6 P. M.) edch
week day except in the case of- the Iowa Network (lower rate 1-5 P.M.); WSM Nashville (lower
rate 1:30-4 P.M.); KOIL Omaha (higher rate 12-1 noon); KWK St. Louis (lower rate 9-10 A.M.); WRVA
Richmond (lower rate after 1 P.M.). Sunday Rates and all rates not shown — consult the Mutual
Broadcasting System. All Rates Quoted net after quaatity discount and (in case of 52 week sched-
ules) after annual rebates are allowed and earned, but before agency commissions are deducted.
i

NBCI NETWORK STATIONS
SiailoD
Nolworlf
oi Group Powar in Watta bftufocycloa Tlma
. . WABY Opt. Blue 100 1,370 EST*
Texas, wilt join OpU nal Soutliwestern Service, January 1 1937.
WWNC Opt. SE 1,000 570 EST
SC 50,000 740 CST*
Cat. Supp. 100 1,370 PST
Red 500 (1000 D) 1,270 EST
WBAL Blue 10,000 1,060 EST
N.Mt. 1,000 (2500 D) 780 MST
SC 5,000 1,140 CST
KFYR NW 1,000 (SOOOD) 550 CST
WNAC Red 1,000 (SOOOD) 1,230 EST*
WBZ Blue 50,000 990 EST*
WICC Blue 500 (1000 D) 600 EST*
.
. WBEN Red 1,000 900 EST*
WEBR Blue 100 (250 D) 1.310 EST*
N.Mt. 1,000 (2500 D) 1,340 MST
Blue 1,000 (SOOOD) 600 CST
WCSC Opt. SE 500 (1000 D) 1,360 EST
Opt. SE 100 (250 D) 1,210 EST
WMAO Red 50,000 670 CST
WENR-WLS Blue 50,000 870 CST
—iffcny RorB .5,nn£) 970 CSIWLW Opt. Blue 500,000 700 EST
WSAI Red 1,000 (2500 D) 1,330 EST
WCKY Blue 5,000 1,490 EST
WTAM Red 50,000 1,070 EST
WGAR Blue SCO (1000 D) 1,450 EST
.
. WIS SE 1,000 (SOOOD) 560 EST
. . WCOL Opt. Bas. 100 1,210 EST
SW 50,000 800 CST
KOA Red Mt. 50,000 830 MST
KVOD Blue Mt, 500 920 MST
WHO Red 50,000 1,000 CST
KSO Blue 500 (1000 D) 1,430 CST
Red 1,000 (5000 D) 920 EST
WXYZ Blue 1,000 1,240 EST
. . WEBC NW 1,000 (5000 D) 1,290 CST
NW 1,000 (5000 D) 940 CST
WGL Opt. Basic 100 1,370 CST
jyne, will Join Basic 31ue Network, May 1, 1937.
Cal. Supp. 500 (1000 D) 580 PST
WOOD Opt. Basic 500 1,270 EST
. . WFBC Opt. SE 1,000 (SOOOD) 1,300 EST
WTIC Red 50,000 1,040 EST*
. .
KGU Haw. 2,S00 .750 HST
KTHS Opt. SW 10,000 1,060 CST
. KPRC SW 1,000 (5000 D) 920 CST
.
WIRE Red 500 (1000 D) 1,400 CST
WJDX Opt. SC 1,000 (2S00 D) 1,270 CST
WJAX SE 1,000 (5000 D) 900 EST
Red 1,000 (SOOOD) 610 CST
WREN Blue 1,000 (SOOOD) 1,220 CST
KFI Pac.Red 50,000 640 PST
KECA Pac. Blue 1,000 (5000 D) 1,430 PST
SC 1,000 940 CST
WIBA NW 1,000 (SOOOD) 1,280 CST
. . WFEA Opt. Basic 600 (1000 D) 1,340 EST
WMC SC 1,000 (SOOOD) 780 CST
. . KSTP NW 10,000 (25000 D) 1,460 CST
WIOD SE 1,000 1,300 EST
, WTMJ NW 1,000 (SOOOD) 620 CST
CFCF Can. 400 600 EST*
, WSM SC 50,000 650 CST
WSMB SC 500 1,320 CST
. . WEAF Red S0,000 660 EST*
WJZ Blue 50,000 760 EST*
WTAR SE 500 (1000 D) 780 EST
. KLO Blue Mt. 500 1,400 MST
WKY SW 1,000 900 CST
, WOW Red 5,000 590 CST
KOIL Blue 1,000 (2500 D) 1,260 CST
.
. KYW Red 10,000 1,020 EST*
WFIL Blue 1,000 560 EST*
.
.
KTAR Opt.Pac. 1,000 620 MST
WCAE Red 1,000 (SOOOD) 1,220 EST*
KDKA Blue 50,000 980 EST*
. . WCSH Red 1,000 (2500 D) 940 EST*
Pac.Red 1,000 (SOOOD) 620 PST
KEX Pac.Blue 5,000 1,180 PST
, , WJAR Red 1,000 890 EST*
WEAN Blue 1,000 780 EST'
WPTF SE 5,000 680 EST
,
, WRVA SE 5,000 1,110 EST
WHAM Blue 50,000 1,150 EST
KFBK Cal. Supp 5,000 1,490 PST
KDYL Red Mt. 1,000 1,290 MST
. . WOAI SW 50,000 1,190 CST
. , KFSD Pac.Blue 1,000 600 PST
. , KPO Pac.Red 50,000 680 PST
KGO Pac.Blue 7,500 790 PST
, KSD Red 1,000 (SOOOD) SSO CST
KWK Blue 1,000 (5000 D) 1,350 CST
.
. WGY Red 50,000 790 EST'
. , KOMO Pac, Red 1,000 (SOOOD) 920 PST
KJR Pac.Blue 5,000 970 PST
, KTBS Opt, SW 1,000 1,450 CST
.
.
KHO PacRed 1,000 (2000 D) 590 PST
KGA PacBlue 5,000 1,470 PST
. WBZA Blue 1,000 990 EST'
KGBX Opt, SW 500 1,230 CST
KWG Cal. Supp 100 1,200 PST
.. WSYR Blue 1,000 570 EST
WFIiA-WSUN SE 1,000 (SOCOD) 620 EST
lio, will join Basic Bl ie Network, May 1, 1937.
CRCT Can. 5,000 840 EST'
KVOO SW 25,000 1,140 CST
WRC Red 500 (1000 D) 950 EST
WMAIi Blue 250 (SOOD) 630 EST
.. WTAG Red 500 580 EST*
36. D—Daytime. fFor UBO on and after aa. 1, 1937. ttFot use on and aitor Mar 1, 1937
Albany, N. Y
Note: KGNC, Am
AsheviUe, N. Car
Buitalo, N. Y..
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbia, S. Car
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas-Ft. Worth, Tex..
Denver, Colo
Des Moines, Iowa.
,
Duluth-Superior, Minn.-Wis. .
Fargo, N. Dak
Fort Wayne, Ind
tFresno, Cal
Grand Rapids, Mich
.
Greenville, S. Car
—
Hartiord, Conn
Honolulu, Hawaii....
Hot Springs, Ark. . .
Houston, Tex
Indianapolis, Ind. . .
lackson. Miss
Jacksonville, Fla
Kansas City, Mo
Los Angeles, Calif
Louisville, Ky
Madison, Wis
ttManchester, N. H
Memphis, Tenn
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn..
Miami, Fla
Milwaukee, Wis
Montreal, Que., Canada
Nashville, Tenn
New Orleans, La
New York, N. Y
Norfolk. Va
Ogden, Utah
Oklahoma City, Okla..
Omaha, Neb
Philadelphia, Pa..
Phoenix. Ariz..
Pittsburgh, Pa..
Portland, Me..
.
Portland. Ore..
Providence, R. I
tProvidence, R. I. . .
Raleigh. N. Car
Richmond, Va
Rochester, N. Y
tSacramento, Cal....
Salt Lake City, Ulah.
San Antonio, Tex
San Diego, Calif
San Francisco, Calif..
St. Louis, Mo..
Schenectady, N. Y
Seattle, Wash
Shreveport, La..
Spokane, Wash..
Springfield, Mass
Springlield, Mo.
.
tStockton, Cal.
.
Syracuse, N. Y...
Tampa, Fla
Toronto, Ont., Canada
Tulsa, Okla
Washington, D. C
-ed Daylight Sa^
Red—Baric Bod Network
Blue—BHBic Blue NetwotV
R OI B—Used with Red or Blue
Opt. Has.—Optional Banic Service
CBD.—CBQddian Supplomontary Group
SE—SoulheaaloiB Supplementary Group
OpI.SE—Optional SoulhoaHtern Service
SC—Southcenlrat Supplomenlaiy Group
Opt. SC—Optional Southcentral Service
SW—Soultweslein Supplementary Group
Opt. SW—OpLonal Southwestern ServiceNW—Northwedern Supplementary Group
HodMt,—Bed Mountain Group
Blue Mt.—Blue Mouolain Group
Pac.Red—PscOio Coast Rod Network
EST—Eastern Slandai
CST—Central Slanda
MST—Mountain Stom
PST-—Paciilc Slaadaii
HST—Hawaiian Slant
(2^ hourB earli
NBCBZ
STATION CITIES, NBC networks offer adver-
tisers combinations of 108 leading stations in 86
key cities strategically located in the major market
areas of If. S. and Canada.
STUDIOS. NBC headquarters . . . 70 story RCA
Building, Radio City, New York ... 21 ultra
modern studios .
. .
world's largest and most beauti-
ful group includes huge Auditorium Studio seating
1250 . . . most advanced technical equipment . . .
other NBC studios and network facilities in Wash-
ington, D. C, Chicago, San Francisco, Hollywood.
POTENTIAL CIRCULATION. NBC networks
now serve 98% of all the country's radio families.
Combinations of networks and groups pjermit great
flexibility in reaching each section. (For detailed
circulation information, see "NBC Network Aireas.")
WIRE LINES. NBC and associated network
stations . . . interconnected by 21,747 miles of
special wire lines . . . provide simultaneous trans-
mission of radio programs throughout U. S. and
Eastern Canada . . . special shortwave service also
available to Hawaiian Islands.
Baling'"'*
NBC SERVICES
ORGANIZATION. NBC organized November 15. 1926...
first network broadcasting system In U. S maintaine
specialized personnel of 2000 employees. . .exclusive of
artists and musicians.
PROGRAM DEPARTMENT
. Creates, builds and produces
hundreds of radio programs each week . . . Continuity Divi-
sion's skilled writers prepare the spoken words . . . Musical
Division builds the musical structure, adapts music to pro-
grams . . . Literary Rights and Musical Rights Departments
supervise and check literary and musical rights . . . Produc-
tion Division is responsible for finished presentation on the air.
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. Expert technicians
supervise operation of all broadcasting equipment . . . con-
tinually experiment to improve technical facilities.
PRESS DEPARTMENT. Provides radio schedules, news
releases and program announcements ... to more than 2000
daily and weekly newspapers, press associations, radio publi-
cations, magazines and news syndicates throughout U. S.
NBC ARTISTS SERVICE The largest talent agency in
U. S. . . . offers radio advertisers a wide range of repre-
sentative stars . . . for every type of program . . , and for
public appearances of all kinds.
SALES DEPARTMENT. Serves adverKsers and agencies
in all phases of broadcast advertising . . . network, spot and
local . . . coordinates all NBC departmental services with
clients' needs.
ADVERTISING AND SAliES PROMOTION DEPART-
MENT. Prepares and publishes, printed material on all
phases of broadcast advertising . . . provides advisory mer*
chandising service for effective resale of NBC broadcast cam-
paigns . . . Trade News Service releases broadcast advertis-
ing news to leading business publications.
STATISTICAL DEPARTMENT. Trained statisUcians pre-
pare valuable data pertinent to varied aspects of broadcast
advertising.
CONTINUITY ACCEPTANCE DEPARTMENT. Reviews
all radio scripts prior to broadcast .
. .
scans them for contro-
versial or queatlonabi© points and policy violations . . .
seeks to maintain programs in good tasle and acceptable to
public ... a service to advertiser as well as listener.
ELECTRICAL TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE. Offers
complete recorded program service . . . custom-built pro-
grams—script to recording . . . syndicatad programs
ready-to-use
. . .
advartisers* shows recorded to specifica-
tions . . . inaxpsnsiva raferance racordings for file and
checking . . . NBC Thesaurus, "A Treasure House of
Recorded Programs," supplies musical material to stations and
advertisers for effective spot and local programs.
NBC "EDITORIAL SECTION. Music Education, Edu-
cational Programs, National Special Events, and Juvenile Pro-
gram Departments arrange sustaining programs of vital inter-
est to large groups of listeners . . . provide balanced "edi-
torial" material maintaining audience interest in NBC . . .
including educational programs in literature, drama, history,
music, religion, current events, etc. . . . The quality of NBC
sustaining programs is an important contribution to the
effectiveness of sponsored entertainment.
REPRESENTATIVESNBCI
Further iniormation is obtainable at offices or representatives in the following cities:
NEW YORK: RCA Building. Rodlo City CHICAGO: Merohandlae MoH
WASHINGTON, D.C.CWRC&WMALhNaUonal Press Bldg. SAN FRANCISCO: 1 1 1 Sutter Street
HOLLYWOOD: SSI 5 Melrose Avenue
BOSTON (WBZ) : Hotel Bradford CLErVOoAND (WTAM) : 1 367 E. Sixth Street
SPRINOnELD, MASS. (WBZA): Hotel Kimball DETROIT: 802 Fisher Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA: Uncoln-Liberty Bldg. DENVER (KOA): 1 625 California Street
SCHENECTADY (WGY): 1 River Road LONDON, ENGLAND: Eleotra House Victoria Embankment
PITTSBURGH (KDKA): Grant Bldg. BASLE, SWITZERLAND: 31 Aesohengraben

THE NEW
YANKEE
NETWORK
OF NEW ENGLAND
RATE CARD TWO
Effective January 1, 1937
OFFICES AND STUDIOS
21 BROOKLINE AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
COMfflonwealth 0800
GENERAL BROADCASTING night rates 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. daily are In Bold Face.
DAY RATES 8:00 A.M. to 6;00 P.M. and 11:00 P.M. to 12:00 Mid-
night daily, except Sunday, and 8:00 A.M. to 1 :00 P.M. and 1 1 :00
P.M. to 12:00 Midnight Sundays are in Light Face.
Stations Hour Three-Quarter
Hour
Half Hour Quarter Hour Five Minutes
Boston, Mass. . . . WNAC 400 00 200 00 320.00 160.00 240 00 120 00 160.00 80 00 80.00 40.00
Hartford, Conn. . . WTI C 360 00 180 00 288.00 h 44.00 216 00 108 00 144.00 72 00 72.00 36.00
Providence, R. 1. . . WEAN 200 00 100 00 160.00 1 80.00 120 00 60 00 80.00 40 00 40.00 20.00
Worcester, Mass. . . WTAG 160 00 80 00 128.00 1 64.00 96 00 48 00 64.00 32 00 32.00 16.00
Bridgeport, Conn. WICC 160 00 80 00 128.00 64.00 96 00 48 00 64.00 32 00 32.00 16.00
Portland, Me. . . . WCSH 160 00 80 00 128.00 64.00 96 00 48 00 64.00 32 00 32.00 16.00
WLBZ 120 00 60 00 96.00 48.00 72 00 36 00 48.00 24 00 24.00 12.00
Manchester, N. H. . WFEA 120 00 60 00 96.00 48.00 72 00 36 00 48.00 24 00 24.00 12.00
Fall River, Mass. . . WS AR 120 00 60 00 96.00 48.00 72 00 36 00 48.00 24 00 24.00 12.00
New Bedford, Mass. WNBH 100 00 50 00 80.00 40.00 60 00 30 00 40.00 20 00 20.00 10.00
Lowell, Mass. . . . WLLH 80 00 40 00 64.00 32.00 48 00 24 00 32.00 16 00 16.00 8.00
Laconia, N. H. . . . WLNH 60 00 30 00 48.00 24.00 36 00 18 00 24.00 12 00 12.00 6.00
Augusta, Me. . . . WRDO 60 00 30 00 48.00 24.00 36 00 18 00 24.00 12 00 12.00 6.00
Total, thirteen stations 2,100.00 1050.00 1,680.00 840.00 1,260.00 630.00 840.00 420.00 420.00 210.00
Sundays 1 :00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. 12:00 Midnight to 8:00 A.M. daily (inc. Sunday)
Stations Hour
Three-
Quarter
Hour
Half
Hour
Quarter
Hour
Five
Minutes Hour
Threc-
Quarter
Hour
Half
Hour
Quarter
Hour
Five
Minutes
WNAC . . 300.00 240.00 180.00 120.00 ( lO.OO 134.00 107.00 80.00 54.00 27.00
WTIC . . 270.00 216.00 162.00 108.00 1 4.00 120.00 96.00 72.00 48.00 24.00
WEAN . . 150.00 120.00 90.00 60.00 ,0.00 67.00 54.00 40.00 27.00 14.00
WTAG . . 120.00 96.00 72.00 48.00 !*4.00 54.00 43.00 32.00 22.00 11.00
WICC . . 120.00 96.00 72.00 48.00 24.00 54.00 43.00 32.00 22.00 11.00
WCSH . . 120.00 96.00 72.00 48.00 24.00 54.00 43.00 32.00 22.00 11.00
WLBZ . . 90.00 72.00 54.00 36.00 8.00 40.00 32.00 24.00 16.00 8.00
WFEA . . 90.00 72.00 54.00 36.00 18.00 40.00 32.00 24.00 16.00 8.00
WSAR . . 90.00 72.00 54.00 36.00 18.00 40.00 32.00 24.00 16.00 8.00
WNBH . . 75.00 60.00 45.00 30.00 15.00 34.00 27.00 20.00 14.00 7.00
WLLH . . 60.00 48.00 36.00 24.00 12.00 27.00 22.00 16.00 11.00 6.00
WLNH . . 45.00 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00 20.00 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
WRDO . . 45.00 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00 20.00 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
ToUl,
thirteen stations
1,575.00 1,260.00 945.00 630.00 315.00 704.00 563.00 420.00 284.00 143.00
Above prosram rates are for the facilities of the stations only,- talent is extra.
COMMISSIONS AND
DISCOUNTS
' Commission of 15% is
,||ow^<j ^
r'TJr r""''' °" Stationlime and lalent.
b. No Cash Discount.
didtely after each broadcast,
d. Time discounts on card rates apply to
total number of broadcasts for tfie
same sponsor in one year under
or-smal or renewed contracts and
apply on Station Time only.
Less than 26 times
....
26 to 51 times 5^
52 to 103 times ^^o^
104 to 155 times
,0%
156 to 207 times
.
.
. 15^%
208 and more times ... 15^
Programs, including special features running continuously for 52 consecutive we ;earn an additiona rebate of 10<7 k j
'he lowest billi„3 for rv o„e r:et
°"
No discounts on talent or line charges.
REGULATIONS
No contract accepted for lonser than one year.
No blanket contracts accepted.
Preferred position governed by priority and availability on
contract basis.
All wire and mechanical charges for remote control, all
traveling expenses, salaries, etc, of artists to be paid by
advertiser when required in advance.
Closing date for inclusion in general publicity and printed
announcements Is 14 days before broadcast.
AUDIENCE
The potential listening audience of The New Yankee
Network is 6,200,040 covering the centers of population
of New England. (Based on The Joint Committee on
Radio Research figures of January 1, 1936, times 3.6 which
is the New England average to each radio set.)
The Yankee Network key station—WNAC—blankets
the Metropolitan Boston district with a population of
2,307,897 comprising 551,919 families in 80 cities and
towns.
MISCELLANEOUS
The key station of the Yankee Network is WNAC,
Boston. Its studios and executive offices are at 21 Brook-
line Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts.
WNAC, Boston, Mass. WLBZ, Bangor, Me.
WTIC, Hartford, Conn. WFEA, Manchester, N. H.
WEAN, Providence, R. I. WSAR, Fall River, Mass.
WTAG, Worcester, Mass. WNBH, New Bedford, Mass.
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn. WLLH, Lowell, Mass.
WCSH, Portland, Me. WLNH, Laconia, N. H.
WRDO, Augusta, Me.
SPECIAL NOTICE
The Yankee Network will take programs from or feed
programs to the following stations in New York City:
WOR WHN WINS
provided the Program is broadcast only in New York City
and New England.
No line charge for this service in either direction.
SERVICE FACILITIES
a. Production Department—Plans and produces program
ideas, or produces programs planned by clients or
agencies.
b. Sales and Merchandising Department—Coverage and
Market data— merchandising suggestions. Buyer
contacts. Co-operation in making radio campaign
a sales success.
c. Publicity and Public Relations Departments—Maintain
close contacts with news media—co-operate in
publicity contacts for clients.
d. Yankee Network Artists' Bureau makes available to
advertisers complete talent casts either for radio
presentation or public appearance, including the best
New York and New England Artists. Complete
talent list with prices upon request.
e. The WNAC Grand Organ is available to Advertisers
for use in connection with other talent. Staff Organ-
ist 10.00 per broadcast of one half hour or less.
YANKEE NETWORK
NEWS SERVICES
Daily (except Sunday) 7:15 A.M. to 7:30 A.M., over
Station WNAC, and 8:00 A.M. to 8:15 A.M. over all
other Yankee Network Stations except WTAG.
Per participating announcement 150.00
Daily (except Sunday) 1:00 P.M. to 1:15 P.M., Sunday
12:45 to 1:00 P.M. over station WNAC and entire
Yankee Network except WTAG.
Per participating announcement 150.00
Daily (except Sunday) 6:00 P.M. to 6:15 P.M., Sunday
6:30 P.M. to 6:45 P.M. over station WNAC and entire
Yankee Network except WTAG.
Per participating announcement 300.00
Daily 11:00 P.M. to 11:15 P.M. over station WNAC and
entire Yankee Network except WTAG.
Per participating announcement 150.00
HOUSEHOLD PROGRAM
Gretchen McMullen Program— Recipes and household in-
formation 9:1 5 A.M. to 9:30 A.M. daily except Sunday
over WNAC and entire Yankee Network.
Limited to four non-competing clients daily.
Per participation 175.00
THE NEW
YANKEE NETWORK
Includes over 85% of the
New England market within
its primary listening area.
A regional chain which provides the most complete
radio coverage of the principal New England markets
by a single network extending from Bangor, Maine,
to Bridgeport, Connecticut.
One broadcasting unit covering every major buying
area and reaching a larger audience than is possible
by any other combination of stations in New England.
President
Exclusive National Representatives
EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.
NEW YORK: 17 East 42nd St., Murray Hill 2-3850
CHICAGO: Wrigley BIdg., Delaware 8600
DETROIT: General Motors Bidg., Madison 1035
SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Sutter St., Garfield 0470
*
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review, and again there are others who may wish to sponsor
dramatic, operatic, educational, or comic programs. The
same difficulties are encountered by salesmen and saleswomen
of radio time as are encountered by other salesmen. In the
case of radio advertising the product or thing sold is
intangible and special qualifications are often necessary
to present ideas in a convincing manner to a client. The
sales department may consist of any number of employees, who
are paid generally on a commission basis, although some are
paid a straight salary and others are paid a salary and com-
mission. The salesmen may spend their time in telephone
connection with potential advertisers or in personal contact
or calls upon the prospective clients.
The collection and dissemination of news is an
important function of a broadcast station today. The news
department is headed by an individual who has more than a
working knowledge of "what is news" and his job is editing
and preparing the news broadcasts. The news broadcast over
a radio station is obtain from various sources, the principle
one being news services such as: the United Press: The
Transradio Press; and the Associated Press. Besides these
press eervices some stations have their own news collection
agency.
The accounting department handles all billing,
collections, and general accounting.
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The public relations department of a radio broadcast
station issues for publication statements in regards to the
activity of the station, the featured programs to be heard over
the station, and the general information and knowledge of what
is happening behind the "mike**. Networks usually have highly
organized public relations departments with a number of employees
who are known as press agents and who have the responsibility
of publicizing the networks. Their work consists not only of
having favorable reports appear in the newspapers concerning
their companies, but silso to prevent the publication of any
articles which might in any manner be detrimental to the
reputation or good\7ill which has been so carefully built up.
The traffic department is found only with net work
stations and its work is to coordinate all the programs which
are to be broadcast over the network. This is done by means
of a teletype machine over which orders regarding the scheduling
of programs are sent to the members of the chain which have
teletype connection, OtherArise it is done by means of telegraph,
telephone, and airmail.
The statistical department has the duty of supplying
the sales departraeirt with information as to the number of
listeners at certain periods and to conduct general surveys of
the listening audience in the territory which the station serves
to determine the popularity of the station. All surveys conducted
by the statistical department are on a sample basis and the
methods of survey are the telephone survey, the personal interview.
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the mail analyses, and the automatic recorder. The telephone
survey may be classified according to the coincidental method
and the unaided recall v/hich is used by the Co-operative Analysis
of Broadcasting, A copy of the coincidental radio report used
by the Ross Federal Reserach Corporation appears on the
following page. All the questions asked in the course of a
telephone call are printed on this page and the square is
checked according to the answer of the question* The criticisms
of this method are that each call is only representative of the
period which it is made, and that to be complete calls must be
made in the early and late hours of the day set o'vners may be
antagonized. The unaided recall method follows the procedure
of asking the listener to report the periods that the radio
was on over a certain period and the programs heard at this
time. Calls are made four times a day to shorten the lapse
of time between the hearing of the program to the report.
This method involves four times as many calls to maintain
the same size sample as used for the once-a-day calls, since
one call represents only one-quarter of the listenin| time.
The personal interview makes it possible to control
the sample very carefully and city groups may be sMected
representative of the listening audience as a whole. More
information can be obtained, but the limiting feature in this
is the cost in salaries and traveling expenses.
The mail questionaire is the most reliable source
and involves the least expense, but the lists received cannot

^RM 17
ROSS FEDERAL RESEARCH CORP.
6 EAST 45TH STREET
NEW YORK CITY
FROM-
A.M.
P.M. TO
A.M.
P.M.
COINCIDENTAL
RADIO REPORT
REGIONAL TIME
List the four leading programs of your city in
columns .\ B C D below.
A__
List the four CORRESPONDING stations here. List the four CORRESPONDING products here. Additional
Questions (Lilt)
I
IL.
IIL
IV_
-fl
PXACT
TIME
OF CALL
.
1
TOTAL
CALLS
-
1
DISC.
3
1
BUSY
4
DONT
ANB.
1
-
REPS.
7
DO 1
8
fou
9
1
10
IS YOUR
11 1 12 1 13 1 Id
TO WHAT PROGRAM \RE VC
10
>U LIS1
17
1
13
'ENING7
19
*
20
"O WH
21 22
1
23
j 24 1 23
\r STATION ARE YOU LISTENING?
26 27
I
28
WHAT
29
I
30
PRODUCT IS
31
1
32
1
33
BEING ADVERTISED?
34
TELEPHONE
NUMBER
COMP.
CALL
OWN A RADIO? ' RADIO ONT
A B C D
ALL
OTHER
DONT
KNOW
INCORR.
AN8.
REPS
INFO A B c D
ALL
OTHER
DONT
KNOW
INCODR.
ANS.
REPS.
INFO. A
1
B C 1
ALL
D lOTHER
DONT
KNOW
IHC09R.
ANS.
REPS.
INPO.
1 II III IVINFO. NO YES OFF ON
k
'TOTALS TOTALS
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO INVESTIGATORS:
1. Synchronize watches according to radio time.
i. Telephone numbers are to be filled in before starting survey.
8. Start calling approximately one minute after beginning of period
to be checked and stop at exact time program goes off the air.
4. Do not wait for more than three rings but check the "don't answer"
oohimn and continue with next call.
4. Write in name of all other program's (column IB).
«. Write in station letters of all other stations (column 23).
7. Write In name of product in all other products (column 81).
KEY TO ABOVE COLUMNS
2+3+4+5=1 State weather conditions-
Date.
-City-
9+ 10= 8
11 to 18 incl.
19 to 26 incl.
27 to 34 incl.
3+7+8=6
:10
State radio reception conditions State-
Edited bv Name of interviewer
Ross branch-
Approved by Branch Manager
I1 r
L
-!
-
(
•
:)
i
f
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be broken down into economic groups and the return does not exceed
twenty percent of the questionnaires sent out# Audience mail is
widely used to determine the size of the listening audience, but
this is not satisfactory as the people writing in may not be
representative of the whole audience and it is difficult to tell
from what economic level the mail is received.
The most accurate of all methods for determining the
size of the audience is the automatic recorder. This is an elect-
t rical device which is attached directly to the receiving sets
and the device by means of a stylus and a roll of paper which is
set in motion when the radio set is turned on accurately records
the station to which the radio is tuned. This method eliminates
the failing of the human memory and the reliability of results is
insured by having comparable data for a long period of time in
each home. However, at the present time this automatic recorder
is too expensive to instsdl sufficient to obtain a fair sample
of the radio audience. Perhaps with time this difficulty will
be overcome and the solution of radio surveys vrill be at hand.
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SECTION VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIOHS
In making the present study of the "Economic Aspects
of Commercial Radio Broadcasting in the United States": six
major phases of the industry were chosen for consideration#
These phases were: (1) the development of the radio industry;
(2) the importance of the radio industry; (3) the importance
of commercial broadcasting; (4) the comparison of broadcast
advertising to the other major advertising media; (5) the
regulation and control of the radio broadcasting industry;
(6) the classification of broadcast stations; (7) the manage-
ment of a broadcast station.
Measured by the advances made in other fields of
industry, radio has lived a century since Macroni proved the
feasibility of v/ireless communication in 1901» The engineer-
ing developments in radio have been phenomenal. The factors
contributing to the development of radio were enumerated in
Section I, the most important factor being that unlimited
resources and capital were available to carry on research
activities in the experimentation and develoment of the trems-
mission of sound by radio. Millions of dollars were spent and
are being spent by the radio industry to invent and erect new
equipment. In a few years this equipment is obsolete, because
of new inventions and discoveries. With the advent of
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television, which research engineers pronise us in the near
future, another great step in communication will be accomp-
lished. Television will not eliminate sound broadcasting but
it tdll be an auxiliary to it, much the same as the introduction
of sound was to . motion pictures.
Section II on the importance of the radio industry
brings out the fact that radio is no longer in its infancy,
but that it is one of the large industrial enterprises of the
country, in fact, one of our industrial giants employing
thousands of men and involving a total expenditure of
$891,000,000 in 1936. An example of the importance of the radio
industry to other industries is the fact that $150,000,000 were
spent by the people owning radios for electricity and batteries
to operate their receiving sets. The standardization in the
production of radio receiving sets has been an important factor
in reducing the cost of radio receiving sets to the average
individual. The unit price of receiving sets has steadily
diminished, although the number of sets sold has increased
every year, except during the low depression years of 1932 and
1933.
Statistics and charts are introduced in section 3 to
illustrate the importance of commercial radio broadcasting* In
1935 according to data obtainable from the Bureau of Census a
total net revenue of $86,492,563 was received by the broadcast
stations. The distribution of this revenue according to states.
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geographic areas, and industries using radio as an advertising
media is presented in special charts and graphs. A comparison
of interest is the one comparing the spendable income, the retail
distribution, the broadcast station revenue, radio homes, and
population.
Radio advertising relative to other advertising media
has shown tremendous gains thuoughout its history, and according
to all indications will continue on its upward trend. The
advertising expenditures for newspapers are several times larger
than radio or magazine expenditures. Magazine advertising is
second, and radio third in rank according to the amount spent
in each media.
No definite conclusion can be drssrnin regards to the
future regulation and control or the future classification of
radio broadcast stations as at the present time these matters
are in a state of flux. One thing is certain, however, that the
Federal Communications Commission will continue to regulate the
industry under the commerce clause of public interest, convenience
and necessity. The new laws which are being considered by
congress during this session, especially the ones in relation
to an existing monopoly in radio today, if passed wouW change
the entire picture. Another factor is the conclusions arrived
at by the engineering department of the broadcast division. If
these conclusions are approved by the Commission,the classificalaon
and structure of the broadcasting system in the United States will be
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entirely changed. Up to the present time there is no indication
on the part of the Commission as to v;hat their decision will be.
As the commercial broadcast industry grows more mature,
the management of the broadcast stations will receive more and
more attention. The mahagemont phase' of' the commercial radio
broadcast station presents a large field for research and study.
Mr, Daniel C. Roper, Secretary of Commerce, in one of his articles
states the accomplishment of radio management and the problem
which faces it in the follovang words:
"It is gratifying indeed that radio management has
definitely sensed this great opportunity for service to all the
people of this great nation. I feel sure there will be no
compromising with high principle and that radio will continue
to take advantage of its inviting challenge by meeting the demands
of educational needs for interdependent studies and impartial
approaches to a people eager for factual information.
"Nothing is more important than this kind of education
in a democracy where leaders must come from the people and
policies must be supported by the people. We strengthen our
democratic institutions in proportion to the full and accurate
knowledge we impart to the constituents of democracy," (1)
(1) Broadcasting: December 15, 1936, Page 9,
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